001 GUT MICROBIOME IN CHILDREN WITH ENTHESITIS RELATED ARTHRITIS FROM A DEVELOPING COUNTRY
A. Aggarwal, A. Sarangi, P. Gaur, A. Shukla, R. Aggarwal (India)

002 JUVENILE DERMATOMYOSITIS IN ARAB CHILDREN: A MULTI-CENTER RETROSPECTIVE ANALYSIS OF DISEASE FEATURES AND OUTCOME

003 DIAGNOSTIC AND PROGNOSTIC PERFORMANCES OF ANTI-NUCLEOSOME ANTIBODIES IN CHILDHOOD ONSET SYSTEMIC LUPUS ERYTHEMATOSUS

004 THE CLINICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF SERUM AND JOINT FLUID OSTEOPONTIN LEVELS IN JUVENILE IDIOPATHIC ARTHRITIS
Y. Di (China)

005 VALUES OF APPLYING MRI FAT SATURATION SEQUENCE CHECKING INTO JUVENILE ARTHRITIS
Y. Di (China)

006 HYPERURICEMIA IN CHILDREN WITH DIABETIC KETOACIDOSIS
Y. Di (China)

007 CLINICAL ANALYSIS OF 4 CASES OF TOCILIZUMAB TREATMENT OF SYSTEMIC JUVENILE IDIOPATHIC ARTHRITIS
Y. Feng (China)

008 HLA B27 TYPING IN 511 CHILDREN WITH JUVENILE IDIOPATHIC ARTHRITIS FROM INDIA
S. Phatak, R. Srivastava, A. Yadav, P. Bajpai, A. Aggarwal (India)

009 STUDY OF EFFICACY OF BIOLOGICS FOR THE TREATMENT OF JUVENILE IDIOPATHIC ARTHRITIS ACCORDING TO THE SUBTYPES IN A TERTIARY CENTER
R. Ramamoorthy, S. Rajeswar, M. Madheshwaran, S. Balameena (India)

010 VITAMIN D DEFICIENCY/INSUFFICIENCY IN CHILDHOOD-ONSET SYSTEMIC LUPUS ERYTHEMATOSUS – A PILOT STUDY

011 PROTEINURIA, HEMATURIA AND PYURIA IN CHILDHOOD ONSET LUPUS NEPHRITIS – WHEN DOES IT GO AWAY?
J.H.T. Tan, S.F. Hoh, X. Gao, T. Manasita, L. Das, T. Arkachaisri (Singapore)

012 THE EFFECT AND SAFETY OF TOCILIZUMAB IN REFRACTORY SYSTEMIC JIA
X. Tang (China)

013 ASSOCIATION BETWEEN VITAMIN D CONCENTRATIONS WITH DISEASE ACTIVITY AND BONE MINERAL DENSITY OF JUVENILE IDIOPATHIC ARTHRITIS PATIENTS
X. Tang, L. Mingyue (China)

014 ROLE OF NATURAL KILLER T CELLS IN THE PATHOGENESIS OF DIFFERENT FORMS OF JUVENILE IDIOPATHIC ARTHRITIS
X. Tang, J. ZHOU, Z. YU, X. ZHAO (China)

015 COMPARE WITH INFLAMMATORY INDEX IN SYSTEM ONSET JUVENILE IDIOPATHIC ARTHRITIS AND KAWASAKI DISEASE
Y. Wang, L. Guo, M. Lu (China)

016 THE SIGNIFICANCE OF SOLUBLE RECEPTOR CD163 IN SYSTEM ONSET JUVENILE IDIOPATHIC ARTHRITIS
H. Zeng, Y. Cui (China)

017 LEFLUNOMIDE INHIBITS THE APOPTOSIS OF HUMAN EMBRYONIC LUNG FIBROBLASTS INFECTED BY HUMAN CYTOMEGALOVIRUS
H. Zeng, Q. Ren (China)

018 THE ANALYSIS OF PRF1, STX11, UNC13D AND STXBP2 GENE IN SYSTEMIC JUVENILE IDIOPATHIC ARTHRITIS WITH MACROPHAGE ACTIVATION SYNDROME
H. Zeng, P. Wei (China)

019 THE EFFICIENT REGULATION OF TOCILIZUMAB FOR THE EXPRESSION OF CD4+/CD8+ T/CD19 + B CELLS IN SYSTEMIC JUVENILE IDIOPATHIC ARTHRITIS
H. Zeng, H. Li (China)

020 THE REGULATED EFFECTS OF MIR-19A AND MIR-21 TO JAK/SATA SIGNAL PATHWAY IN THE MECHANISM OF SYSTEMATIC JUVENILE IDIOPATHIC ARTHRITIS
H. Zeng, H. Li, Z. Chen (China)
021 THE CLINICAL FEATURES AND PERFORIN A91V GENE ANALYSIS IN 31 MACROPHAGE ACTIVATION SYNDROME WITH SYSTEMIC ONSET JUVENILE IDIOPATHIC ARTHRITIS CASES
H. Zeng, X. Chen, P. Wei (China)

022 THE SERUM ANTI-CITRULLINATED PROTEIN/PEPTIDE ANTIBODIES IN CHILDREN WITH JUVENILE IDIOPATHIC ARTHRITIS
H. Zeng, H. Liu (China)

023 A RANDOMIZED DOUBLE-BLIND CONTROLLED CLINICAL TRIAL TO EVALUATE THE EFFICACY OF RECOMBINANT HUMAN TNF-α RECEPTOR II FUSION PROTEIN IN JUVENILE IDIOPATHIC ARTHRITIS
H. Zeng, Z. Ping (China)

024 THE ROLE THAT ACR PED - 30, 50, 70 PLAYED IN EVALUATING THE CLINICAL EFFICACY OF TNF ANTAGONISTS IN SO-JIA
H. Zeng, Z. Ping (China)

025 THE PERFORIN A91V GENE AND CLINICAL FEATURES ANALYSIS IN CHINESE SO-JIA CASES WITH MACROPHAGE ACTIVATION SYNDROME
H. Zeng, P. Wei (China)

026 ETANERCEPT (ENBREL) EFFICACY FOR TREATMENT OF THREE CASES OF INTRACTABLE JUVENILE IDIOPATHIC ARTHRITIS
H. Zeng, P. Zeng (China)

027 CORRELATION OF CD14 PROMOTER -159 POLYMORPHISM AND JUVENILE IDIOPATHIC ARTHRITIS
H. Zeng, X. Chen (China)

028 ALLELE ANALYSIS OF HLA-DRB1 IN CHILDREN WITH JUVENILE IDIOPATHIC ARTHRITIS
H. Zeng, J. Wu (China)

029 THE CLINICAL FEATURES OF JUVENILE IDIOPATHIC ARTHRITIS AND EFFICACY ANALYSIS OF TUMOR NECROSIS FACTOR ANTAGONISTS
H. Zeng, P. Zeng (China)

030 THE CHANGES AND SIGNIFICANCES OF SERUM IL-6 AND IL-15 LEVEL IN JUVENILE RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS
H. Zeng, B. Wang (China)

031 EFFICACY AND SAFETY OF LEFLUNOMIDE THERAPY IN LUPUS NEPHRITIS: A META-ANALYSIS
H. Zeng, Q. Ren (China)

032 THE CLINICAL OBSERVATION OF IMMUNOADSORPTION IN TREATMENT OF CHILDREN WITH REFRACTORY AUTOIMMUNE DISEASES
H. Zeng, P. Zeng (China)

033 CLINICAL FEATURES AND PERFORIN A91V GENE ANALYSIS IN SO-JIA CHILDREN WITH MACROPHAGE ACTIVATION SYNDROME
H. Zeng, X. Chen (China)

034 THE SIGNIFICANCE OF EARLY DIAGNOSIS AND PROGNOSTIC EVALUATION OF 4KINDS OF ANTI-CCP ANTIBODIES IN VARIOUS TYPES OF JUVENILE IDIOPATHIC ARTHRITIS
H. Zeng, P. Zeng (China)

035 EARLY DIAGNOSTIC AND PREDICTIVE VALUE OF ANTIKERATION ANTIBODY, ANTI-CYCCLIC CITRYLLINATED PEPTIDE ANTIBODY, AND RHEUMATOID FACTORS IN JUVENILE IDIOPATHIC ARTHRITIS
H. Zeng, P. Zeng (China)

036 EFFECTIVENESS AND SAFETY OF CYCLOPHOSPHAMIDE IN SYSTEMIC LUPUS ERYTHEMATOSUS: A META ANALYSIS
H. Zeng, Q. Ren (China)

037 PLASMA E-SELECTIN AND +A561C POLYMORPHISMS IN CHILDREN WITH KAWASAKI DISEASE
H. Zeng, G. Chen (China)

038 THE EXPRESSION OF TH17 CELL IN PERIPHERAL BLOOD OF CHILDREN WITH SLE
H. Zeng, L. Huo (China)

039 THE PERIPHERAL BLOOD CD4+CD25+ REGULATORY T CELLS IN CHILDREN WITH JUVENILE IDIOPATHIC ARTHRITIS
H. Zeng, B. Wang (China)

040 14 CASES STUDY OF MACROPHAGE ACTIVATION SYNDROME (MAS) IN SYSTEMIC ONSET JUVENILE IDIOPATHIC ARTHRITIS
H. Zeng, C. Xiangyuan (China)

041 EARLY DIFFERENTIAL DIAGNOSIS SIGNIFICANCE OF SOLUBLE RECEPTOR CD163 IN SYSTEM ONSET JUVENILE IDIOPATHIC ARTHRITIS
H. Zeng, C. Yongwang (China)

042 THE CLINICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF DETECTION OF THE ANTI-ENDOTHELIAL CELL ANTIBODIES IN SERA FROM CHILDREN WITH KAWASAKI DISEASE
H. Zeng (China)
| Poster Session 1: Physiotherapy |
|-------------------------------|--------------------------------|
| Board # | Tuesday September 27, 2016 07:30 - 12:15 |

| 055 | ANALYSIS OF 73 PATIENTS WITH GOUT SACROILIAC JOINT IMAGING CHANGE CHARACTERISTICS |
| J. Cao | (China) |
| 056 | FACTORS ASSOCIATED WITH ENGAGING IN REGULAR EXERCISE IN PATIENTS WITH SPONDYLOARTHRTIS |
| P. Cheung, A. Yap, L.K. Teoh, J. Fu, A. Santosa, M. Lahiri | (Singapore) |
| 057 | EFFICACY OF IN VITRO HIGH-FREQUENCY HYPERTHERMIA TREATMENT ON ANKYLOSING SPONDYLITIS PATIENTS WITH LOWER BACK PAIN |
| D. Wu, O. Jin, Q. Li, Y. Pang, X. Zhang | (China) |
| 058 | TURKISH VERSION OF THE FORGOTTEN JOINT SCORE-12 (FJS-12) WITH RELIABILITY AND VALIDITY |
| 059 | UPPER EXTREMITY DISABILITY AND LOWER EXTREMITY PAIN ARE PREDICTORS OF FEAR OF MOVEMENT IN PATIENTS WITH RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS |
| G.I. Kinikli, H. Guney, S. Karahan, A. Ates, M. Turgay, G. Kinikli | (Turkey) |
| 060 | EFFECT OF DRUG THERAPIES ON FEAR OF MOVEMENT AND FUNCTIONAL OUTCOMES IN RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS |
| G.I. Kinikli, H. Guney, S. Karahan, A. Ates, M. Turgay, G. Kinikli | (Turkey) |
| 061 | PATHOLOGY AND THERAPY OF RENAL INVOLVEMENT IN ANKYLOSING SPONDYLITIS |
| Y. Wu, Q. Xue, N. Wang | (China) |
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062 THE ROLE OF ADIPOKINES IN THE PATHOGENESIS OF PSORIATIC ARTHRITIS
R. Guo, G. Zhang (China)

063 SECUKINUMAB FOR PSORIATIC ARTHRITIS: COMPARATIVE EFFECTIVENESS RESULTS VERSUS ETANERCEPT UP TO 24 WEEKS USING A MATCHING-ADJUSTED INDIRECT COMPARISON
P. Nash, I. McInnes, P. Mease, H. Thom, M. Hunger, L. Pricop, K. Gandhi, S. Jugl (United Kingdom)

064 OBSERVATION OF EFFICACY OF BIOLOGICALS COMBINED WITH DIFFERENT DMARDS AGAINST PSORIATIC ARTHRITIS
T. Min (China)

065 PRELIMINARY RESULTS OF PREVALENCE OF PSORIATIC ARTHRITIS IN TURKEY-GREATEST TERTIARY REFERRAL CENTER OF ANATOLIA’ EXPERIENCE
Z. Ozbalkan, B. Cakir, Y. Karaaslan (Turkey)

066 SAFETY AND TOLERABILITY WITH SECUKINUMAB IN PSORIATIC ARTHRITIS: POOLED SAFETY ANALYSIS FROM TWO PHASE 3 RANDOMIZED TRIALS
P. Mease, I. McInnes, P. Nash, A. Widmer, S. Mpofu (India)

067 UNDERESTIMATION OF RISK OF CAROTID SUBCLINICAL ATHEROSCLEROSIS BY CARDIOVASCULAR RISK SCORES IN PATIENTS WITH PSORIATIC ARTHRITIS
J. Shen, H.M. Lam, I.T. Cheng, Q. Shang, L.S. Tam (Hong Kong, China)

068 PULSE WAVE VELOCITY IS SIGNIFICANTLY HIGHER IN PSORIATIC ARTHRITIS PATIENTS WITH SEVERE STENOSIS IN CORONARY ARTERY
J. Shen, Q. Shang, I.T. Cheng, L. Edmund K., K.T. Wong, L.S. Tam (Hong Kong, China)

069 SERUM LEVELS OF SOLUBLE ST2 AND ITS ASSOCIATION WITH DISEASE ACTIVITY AND METABOLIC SYNDROME IN PSORIASIS AND PSORIATIC ARTHRITIS
N. Surabhakul, S. Chaiaanuy, R. Pakchotanon, P. Asavatanabodee, P. Narongroeknawin (Thailand)

070 STEM CELL THERAPY IN PSORIATIC ARTHRITIS: EXPLORING ENDOTHELIAL PROGENITOR CELLS
A. Syngle, N. Garg, P. Krishan, V. Syngle (India)

071 NEW INTERLEUKINS IN PSORIASIS AND PSORIATIC ARTHRITIS PATIENTS: THE POSSIBLE ROLES OF IL33 TO IL38 IN DISEASE ACTIVITIES
Y. Xue, L. Liu, L. Jiang, W. Wan (China)

072 A RANDOMIZED DOUBLE-BLIND CONTROLLED TRIAL OF ADALIMUMAB IN JUVENILE IDIOPATHIC ARTHRITIS
H. Zeng, Y. Tang (China)

Poster Session 1: Psychological Intervention and Miscellaneous Forms of Care
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073 ONLINE CONSULTATION FOR CHINESE PATIENTS WITH RHEUMATIC DISEASES BASED ON SSDM MOBILE TOOLS: A STUDY OF MEDICAL ECONOMICS

074 INCREASED CCL19 LEVELS CORRELATED WITH B CELL ABNORMALITIES IN SYSTEMIC LUPUS ERYTHEMATOSUS
H. Liu, L. Shi, F. Hu, Z. Li, Y. Jia (China)

075 CLINICAL ANALYSIS OF PSYCHOLOGICAL SYMPTOMS IN PATIENTS WITH RHEUMATIC DISEASES
X. Luo, Y. Liu, W. Xiao (China)

076 PSYCHOLOGICAL NURSING OF PATIENTS WITH RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS
Y. Zheng (China)

Poster Session 1: Scleroderma, Myositis and Related Syndromes
077 THE REFLECTIONS OF THE SCIENTIFIC RESEARCHES TO OUR DAILY CLINICAL PRACTICE: EXPERIENCE IN SYSTEMIC SCLEROSIS AND SJOGREN’S SYNDROME OVERLAP
S. Akar, Z.Z. Gumus, N.B. Tomas, G. Can, M. Ozmen (Turkey)

078 LACK OF CORRELATION BETWEEN SKIN FIBROSIS BASED ON MODIFIED RODNAN SKIN SCORE AND B-CELL ACTIVATING SERUM IN SYSTEMIC SCLEROSIS PATIENTS
A. Alfarish, S. Dewi, L. Hamijoyo (Indonesia)

079 THE CLINICAL VALUE OF NAILFOLD CAPILLAROSCOPY IN THE EARLY DIAGNOSIS OF SYSTEMIC SCLEROSIS
W. Gao, G. Zhang, L. Zhang, K. Xu, B. Li, Y. Yang, M. Yan (China)

080 CHARACTERISTICS OF NAILFOLD CAPILLAROSCOPY OF SYSTEMIC SCLEROSIS AND ITS ASSOCIATION WITH DISEASE SEVERITY
W. Gao, G. Zhang, L. Zhang, K. Xu, B. Li, Y. Yang, M. Yan (China)

081 PIRFENIDONE IN PATIENTS WITH RAPIDLY PROGRESSIVE INTERSTITIAL LUNG DISEASE ASSOCIATED WITH CLINICALLY AMYOPATHIC DERMATOMYOSITIS
L. Guo, T. Li, X. Wang, S. Chen, S. Ye (China)

082 CORRELATION BETWEEN PROCOLLAGEN TYPE 1 N-TERMINAL PROPEPTIDE SERUM WITH SKIN FIBROSIS BY MODIFIED RODNAN SKIN SCORE IN SYSTEMIC SCLEROSIS
V. Halim, S. Dewi, R.G. Wachjudi, L. Hamijoyo (Indonesia)

083 APREMILAST AMELIORATES FIBROTIC ACTIVITY OF DERMAL FIBROBLASTS IN SYSTEMIC SCLEROSIS
T. Higuchi, Y. Kawaguchi, K. Takagi, A. Tochimoto, Y. Ichimura, H. Yamanaka (Japan)

084 SURVIVAL ANALYSIS AND CAUSE OF DEATH IN CHINESE SYSTEMIC SCLEROSIS PATIENTS: A STUDY FROM CHINESE RHEUMATISM DATA CENTER (CRDC)
S. Hu (China)

085 CLINICAL ANALYSIS ABOUT 35 CASES OF POLYMYOSITIS/DERMATOMYOSITIS WITH MALIGNANT TUMOR
L. Huiying (China)

086 THE VALUE OF NAILFOLD VIDEOCAPILLAROSCOPY IN CONNECTIVE TISSUE DISEASE RELATED LUNG FIBROSIS
L. Ji, X. Zhang, Z. Zhang (China)

087 A RETROSPECTIVE STUDY OF IDIOPATHIC INFLAMMATORY MYOSITIS WITH CANCER IN CHINESE POPULATION: A SINGLE-CENTER EXPERIENCE
Q. Jun, H. Zaiying, C. Zena, G. Jieruo (China)

088 EFFECT OF CYCLOPHOSPHAMIDE ON PULMONARY FUNCTION TESTS, DYSPNEA, HIGH RESOLUTION CT SCAN AND SEVERITY IN SYSTEMIC SCLEROSIS
A. Khabbazi, M. Hajialilo, A. Ghorbani (Iran)

089 CAROTID ARTERY STIFFNESS INDICES IN SYSTEMIC SCLEROSIS
S. Yolbas, M.N. Dagli, S.S. Koca (Turkey)

090 INTERLEUKIN-35 UPREGULATED IN SYSTEMIC SCLEROSIS AND REDUCED WITH IMMUNE SUPPRESSION
B. Li, G. Zhang, L. Zhang, K. Xu, Y. Yang, W. Gao, N. Liu (China)

091 E-SELECTIN, VEGF AND CXCL5 PLAY A ROLE IN SYSTEMIC SCLEROSIS AND CORRELATED WITH MICROVASCULAR INVOLVEMENT
B. Li, G. Zhang, L. Zhang, K. Xu, N. Liu, W. Gao, Y. Yang, Y. Pang, R. Hou (China)

092 INTERLEUKIN-33 IS NOT ASSOCIATED WITH IMMUNE INFLAMMATION AND FIBROSIS IN SYSTEMIC SCLEROSIS PATIENTS IN CHINESE
B. Li, G. Zhang, L. Zhang, K. Xu, N. Liu, W. Gao, Y. Pang, Y. Yang, M. Yan (China)

093 INCREASED SERUM CONCENTRATIONS OF SOLUBLE SUPPRESSION OF TUMORIGENICITY-2 RECEPTOR FOR INTERLEUKIN-33 IN SYSTEMIC SCLEROSIS ARE ASSOCIATED WITH VASCULOPATHY

094 THE ROLE RESEARCH OF NAILFOLD MICROCIRCULATION IN SYSTEMIC SCLEROSIS WITH INTERSTITIAL LUNG DISEASE
Y. Liu, Y. Liu (China)

095 RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN VITAMIN D LEVELS AND SEVERITY OF SKIN INVOLVEMENT IN PATIENTS WITH SYSTEMIC SCLEROSIS REFERRED TO TOHID HOSPITAL
N. Moghimi, B. Yadoolahi, A. Saidi (Iran)
THROMBIN ACTIVATED FIBRINOLYSIS INHIBITORS (TAFI) LEVELS IN ACTIVE DIFFUSE SYSTEMIC SCLEROSIS PATIENTS
Z. Ozbalkan, S. Apras, Y. Karaaslan (Turkey)

NEUTROPHIL EXTRACELLULAR TRAPS (NETS) CONTRIBUTE TO INTERSTITIAL LUNG DISEASE RELATED TO ANTI-MDA5 ANTIBODY POSITIVE PATIENTS WITH DERMATOMYOSITIS
Y. Peng, Y. Zhao, Y. Liu, B. Yan (China)

RADIOPHAGIC FINDINGS IN HAND X-RAY IN PATIENTS WITH SYSTEMIC SCLEROSIS
K. Sakata, Y. Kaneko, H. Yasuoka, K. Yamaoka, T. Takeuchi (Japan)

LACK OF CORRELATION BETWEEN SCD40L WITH FORCED VITAL CAPACITY IN SYSTEMIC SCLEROSIS WITH RESTRICTIVE LUNG DISEASE PATIENTS
S. Salim, R.G. Wachjudi, S. Dewi, L. Hamijoyo (Indonesia)

EVALUATION OF PRIMARY BILIARY CIRRHOSIS AND ANTI-MITOCHONDRIAL AUTOANTIBODIES IN PATIENTS WITH SYSTEMIC SCLEROSIS
T. Senturk, G. Sargin, S. Borazan, A. Coskun (Turkey)

OUTCOMES OF SCLERODERMA RELATED ILD; DOES INDIAN SCLERODERMA RESPOND DIFFERENTLY?
S. Sharma, S. Naidu, V. Dhir, S. Singh (India)

BONE MINERAL DENSITY IS DECREASED IN PATIENTS WITH SYSTEMIC SCLEROSIS AND CORRELATES WITH SERUM IPTH LEVELS: A CROSS SECTIONAL STUDY
S. Sharma, D. Aadhaar, V. Dhir, S. Singh (India)

RADIOLOGIC HAND AND WRIST CHANGES IN SCLERODERMA PATIENTS AND ASSOCIATIONS WITH SKIN SCORE, DURATION AND CAPILLAROSCOPIEC MANIFESTATIONS
S. Shenavandeh, S. Sefidbakht, K. Rasekh, M. Nazarinia (Iran)

OUTCOME OF PERITONEAL DIALYSIS DURING SCLERODERMA RENAL CRISIS
Y. Siriphannon, C. Foocharoen, S. Reungjui, A. Mahakkanukrauh, S. Suwannaroj, R. Nanagara (Thailand)

RELEVANCE OF CLINICAL AND AUTOANTIBODY PROFILES IN SYSTEMIC SCLEROSIS AMONG THAIS
C. Foocharoen, P. Watcharenwong, S. Netwijitpan, A. Mahakkanukrauh, S. Suwannaroj, R. Nanagara (Thailand)

SURVIVAL ANALYSIS OF DERMATOMYOSITIS AND POLYMYOSITIS ASSOCIATED WITH MALIGNANCY: A 10-YEAR RETROSPECTIVE STUDY
Y. Tong, Y. Zhao (China)

GENETIC POLYMORPHISMS OF HLA-DRB1 ARE ASSOCIATED WITH DERMATOMYOSITIS AND ANTI-MDA5 ANTIBODIES IN CHINESE
Y. Wang, Z. Chen, L. Sun (China)

CAUSES OF DEATH AND RISK FACTORS ASSOCIATED WITH MORTALITY IN THAI PATIENTS WITH EARLY SYSTEMIC SCLEROSIS: INCEPTION COHORT STUDY
S. Wangkaew, N. Prasertwittakij, A. Phromintikul, J. Euathrongchit, N. Kasitanon, W. Louthrenoo (Thailand)

IN-HOSPITALIZATION MORTALITY AND ASSOCIATED RISK FACTORS IN PATIENTS WITH POLYMYSITIS/DERMATOMYOSITIS: A RETROSPECTIVE CASE-CONTROL STUDY FROM CHINA
C. Wu, Q. Wang, E. Yang, X. Zeng (China)

SINGLE NUCLEOTIDE POLYMORPHISMS IN THE TNFSF4 AND TNFAIP3 GENE ARE ASSOCIATED WITH SYSTEMIC SCLEROSIS IN A CHINESE HAN POPULATION
J. Li, Y. Hou, Y. Li, Z. Wu, F. Sun, S. Chen, F. Zhang, X. Wen, Y. Li (China)

POLYMORPHISMS IN THE CCR6, BUT NOT CAV1, ARE ASSOCIATED WITH SYSTEMIC SCLEROSIS IN A HAN CHINESE POPULATION
J. Li, Y. Hou, Y. Li, Z. Wu, F. Sun, S. Chen, F. Zhang, X. Wen, Y. Li (China)

ASSOCIATION STUDIES OF IRF5, IRF8 AND BANK1 POLYMORPHISMS WITH SYSTEMIC SCLEROSIS IN HAN CHINESE
J. Li, F. Sun, Y. Li, Y. Hou, Z. Wu, S. Chen, F. Zhang, X. Wen, Y. Li (China)

SERUM PROGRANULIN LEVELS IN DERMATOMYOSITIS PATIENTS WITH INTERSTITIAL LUNG DISEASE AND RELATIONSHIP WITH PROGNOSIS
Q. Xu (China)

CLINICAL FEATURES AND PREDICTIVE FACTORS IN OUTCOME OF DERMATOMYOSITIS COMPLICATED WITH RAPID PROGRESSIVE INTERSTITIAL LUNG DISEASE AFTER INTENSIVE IMMUNOSUPPRESSION THERAPY
T. Xu, Z. Xiao (China)
Poster Session 1: Soft Tissue Rheumatism
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129 SIMILAR EFFICACY BETWEEN HIGH AND MEDIUM DOSES OF GLUCOCORTICOSTEROID THERAPY IN REMISSION INDUCTION OF IGG4-RD: A PROSPECTIVE RANDOMIZED CONTROL STUDY

130 CLINICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF PATIENTS WITH RELAPSING POLYCHONDritis WITH AIRWAY INVOLVEMENT
N. Chen, Z.G. Wang, L. Cui, Y. Gao, Y.N. Wang (China)

131 THE EXPRESSION OF IGG AND IGG4 IN LYMPHOMA
J. Li, Z. Zhang (China)

132 SERUM FIBRINOGEN IN PATIENTS WITH POLYMYALGIA RHEUMATICA AND IMPLICATION
Q. Liao (China)

133 EFFICACY AND SAFETY OF GLUCOCORTICOSTEROIDS COMBINED WITH URSODEOXYCHOLIC ACID FOR PBC: A META-ANALYSIS
Y. Pan, J. Wang, B. Ju, Z. Hao, L. He (China)

134 THE RELATIONSHIP OF ILLNESS PERCEPTION WITH QUALITY OF LIFE, FUNCTIONAL CAPACITY, DISABILITY AND DEPRESSION IN CHRONIC LOW BACK PAIN PATIENTS
O. Unal, B. Tander, Y. Akyol, Y. Ulus, Y. Terzi, O. Kuru (Turkey)

135 CLINICAL FEATURES OF 45 PATIENTS WITH IGG4-RELATED NASAL DISEASE

136 MIS- AND DELAYED DIAGNOSIS OF RELAPSING POLYCHONDritis IS COMMON
L. Zhang, T. Li, S. Liu (China)

137 THE SIGNIFICANCE OF ELEVATED SERUM IGG4 IN CLINICAL SCENARIO
T. Zhang, C. Lu, J. Xue, S. Zhang, H. Wu (China)

Poster Session 1: Spondylarthropathies – Biological and Non-Biological Therapies
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138 SIMILAR EFFICACY BETWEEN HIGH AND MEDIUM DOSES OF GLUCOCORTICOSTEROID THERAPY IN REMISSION INDUCTION OF IGG4-RD: A PROSPECTIVE RANDOMIZED CONTROL STUDY

139 CLINICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF PATIENTS WITH RELAPSING POLYCHONDritis WITH AIRWAY INVOLVEMENT
N. Chen, Z.G. Wang, L. Cui, Y. Gao, Y.N. Wang (China)

140 THE EXPRESSION OF IGG AND IGG4 IN LYMPHOMA
J. Li, Z. Zhang (China)

141 SERUM FIBRINOGEN IN PATIENTS WITH POLYMYALGIA RHEUMATICA AND IMPLICATION
Q. Liao (China)

142 EFFICACY AND SAFETY OF GLUCOCORTICOSTEROIDS COMBINED WITH URSODEOXYCHOLIC ACID FOR PBC: A META-ANALYSIS
Y. Pan, J. Wang, B. Ju, Z. Hao, L. He (China)

143 THE RELATIONSHIP OF ILLNESS PERCEPTION WITH QUALITY OF LIFE, FUNCTIONAL CAPACITY, DISABILITY AND DEPRESSION IN CHRONIC LOW BACK PAIN PATIENTS
O. Unal, B. Tander, Y. Akyol, Y. Ulus, Y. Terzi, O. Kuru (Turkey)

144 CLINICAL FEATURES OF 45 PATIENTS WITH IGG4-RELATED NASAL DISEASE

145 MIS- AND DELAYED DIAGNOSIS OF RELAPSING POLYCHONDritis IS COMMON
L. Zhang, T. Li, S. Liu (China)

146 THE SIGNIFICANCE OF ELEVATED SERUM IGG4 IN CLINICAL SCENARIO
T. Zhang, C. Lu, J. Xue, S. Zhang, H. Wu (China)
Efficacy and safety of adalimumab biosimilar (Exempti) in ankylosing spondylitis
S. Bandyopadhyay, A. Ray, R. Sarkar (India)

Efficacy and safety of loxoprofen hydrogel patch versus loxoprofen tablet in patients with ankylosing spondylitis: a randomized controlled trial
M. Fan, L. Tu, S. Cao, Q. Wei, R. Yuan, J. Gu (China)

Indirect comparison of etoricoxib, celecoxib and nonselective NSAIDs for ankylosing spondylitis: network meta-analysis of randomized, double-blind, controlled trials
M. Fan, J. Liu, B. Zhao, X. Wu, J. Gu (China)

Indirect comparison of biological agents in juvenile idiopathic arthritis: meta-analysis of randomized controlled trials
M. Fan, J. Liu, B. Zhao, P. Zhang, X. Wu, J. Gu (China)

Indirect comparison of TNF inhibitors for ankylosing spondylitis and non-radiographic axial spondyloarthritis: meta-analysis of randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled trials
M. Fan, J. Liu, B. Zhao, X. Wu, J. Gu (China)
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A. Khajehiz, E. Sakhinia (Iran)

RAPIDLY GROWING UTERINE EPITHELIOID LEIOMYOMA IN A TUBEROUS SCLEROSIS PATIENT WITH RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS DURING THE USE OF BIOLOGIC AGENTS

PHLEGMONOUS GASTRITIS RELATED INFliximAB TREATMENT IN PATIENT WITH ANKYLosing SPONDYLYTIS
H.S. Kim, B.Y. Kim (Republic of Korea)
A CASE REPORT ON CUTANEOUS VACUITIES EXACTLY LIKE ATROPHIE BLANCHE
T. Min (China)

FEMORAL NECK INSUFFICIENCY FRACTURE AFTER A SUBTROCHANTERIC FEMUR FRACTURE THAT WAS TREATED WITH AN INTRAMEDULLARY NAIL: A CASE REPORT
S. Minami, H. Kinoshita, S. Kubota, S. Sando (Japan)

HUMAN ADJUVANT DISEASE CAUSED BY SILENT RUPTURE OF SILICONE GEL-FILLED BREAST IMPLANT PRESENTING PLEURITIS AND PERICARDITIS
Y. Mizuno, H. Imoto, H. Nishioka (Japan)

POLYMYOSITIS ASSOCIATED WITH IGA NEPHROPATHY: A CASE REPORT
Y.J. Oh, E.S. Park, M. Jang, J.H. Kie, J.J. Song, Y.B. Park, C.H. Lee, J.S. Park (Republic of Korea)

PALMAR FASCITIS AND POLYARTHRITIS AS A PARANEOPLASTIC SYNDROME: AN INITIAL PRESENTATION OF CASE OF BREAST CARCINOMA RECURRENCE
P. Padhan, S. Misra (India)

BILATERAL CENTRAL SEROUS RETINOPATHY (CSR) COMPLICATING SYSTEMIC STEROIDS THERAPY IN RHEUMATIC DISEASE-A SERIES OF 4 CASES
P. Padhan, G. Mohanty (India)

STENOSIS OF BOTH SIDES OF THE PULMONARY ARTERY BY INFLAMMATORY PSEUDOTUMOR OF IG4-POSITIVE D. Pang, S. Dai (China)

ATYPICAL PRESENTATION AND NOVEL MUTATION OF A CASE OF BLAU’S SYNDROME / EARLY ONSET SARCOIDOSIS
B. Panigrahy, S. Basu (India)

MULTICENTRIC RETICULOHISTIOCYTOSIS (MRH) WITH RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS(RA) OVERLAP - A RARE CASE REPORT FROM EASTERN INDIA
S. Sethy, M. Parida, B. Das (India)

USE OF INFILIXIMAB IN A 48-YEAR OLD FEMALE WITH DERMATOMYOSITIS AND VASCULITIC NEUROPATHY: A CASE REPORT
J.M. Quinivista-Yoon, M. Quinto, J.J. Lichauco, L. Traboco (Philippines)

TAKAYASU’S ARTERITIS ASSOCIATED WITH TUBERCULOSIS INFECTIONS
V. Reshkov, D. Kalinova, R. Rashkov (Bulgaria)

ACUTE CALCIFIC TENDINITIS OF THE LONGUS COLLI MUSCLE: REPORT OF EIGHT CASES

COMBINATION OF RITUXIMAB AND PLASMAPHERESIS IN THE TREATMENT OF THROMBOTIC THROMBOCYTOPENIC PURPURA COMPLICATED WITH CONNECTIVE TISSUE DISEASES
D. Su, Q. Ren, B. Gu, X. Wang, X. Chen, M. Shen (China)

A CASE OF PSEUDO-PSEUDO MEIGS’ (PPMS) SYNDROME OR TJALMA SYNDROME WITH HASHIMOTO’S THYROIDITIS IN SYSTEMIC LUPUS ERYTHEMATOSUS
D.M. Suahilai, N.S. Shahriil, A.M. Abdul Rahim, A.Z. Othman (Malaysia)

SUCCESSFUL TREATMENT OF SEVERE PULMONARY ARTERIAL HYPERTENSION WITH ILOPROST IN A PATIENT WITH SYSTEMIC SCLEROSIS
J.Y. Jung, S.Y. Yoon, H.A. Kim, M.H. Han, J. Woo, C.H. Suh (Republic of Korea)

STATIN INDUCED NECROTISING AUTOIMMUNE MYOPATHY (SINAM)
N. Sulaiman, A. Misyalil, A.Z. Othman (Malaysia)

PET/CT IN NEUROPSYCHIATRIC LUPUS ERYTHEMATOSUS: ONE CASE REPORT AND LITERATURE REVIEW
C. Sun (China)

PRIMARY HYPERTROPHIC OSTEARTHROPATHY WITH SLCO2A1 MUTATION IN A CHINESE PATIENT SUCCESSFULLY TREATED WITH ETORICOXIB
F. Sun, S. Ye (China)

SEPTIC ARTHRITIS CAUSED BY BURKHOLDERIA PSEUDOMALLEI
M. Thabah, K. Naveen, V. Sivabal (India)

INTESTINAL PSEUDO-OBSTRUCTION (IPSO) IN SYSTEMIC LUPUS ERYTHEMATOSUS(SLE)
R. Thundyil, S. Lee (Malaysia)

CORTICOSTEROIDS TREATMENT OF JUVENILE DERMATOMYOSITIS CAUSE A VARIETY OF STEROID-RELATED COMPLICATIONS: A CASE REPORT WITH A FOLLOW-UP OF 5 YEARS
X. Tian, J. Xing, Y. Zhang (China)

A SLE PATIENT WITH SERIOUS DAH GOT BETTER RAPIDLY BY RITUXIMAB
Y. Tong (China)

CHRONIC TOPHACEOUS GOUT IN PATIENT WITH CYANOTIC CONGENITAL HEART DISEASE RECOGNIZED AFTER DISARTICULATION OF THE 5TH DIGIT OF LEFT hand
A. Urbano (Philippines)
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ADULT ONSET STILL’S DISEASE IN A PATIENT WITH HISTORY OF PALINDROMIC RHEUMATISM - CASE REPORT
Kim, H.J. (South Korea)
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001 CLINICAL OBSERVATION ON THE TREATMENT OF MUSCULOSKELETAL PAIN IN THE JOINTS OF RHEUMATOID COLD 80 CASES
Y. Wang, Y. Han (China)

002 MAINTENANCE OF EFFECT AND LONG-TERM SAFETY OF DULOXETINE IN CHINESE PATIENTS WITH PAIN DUE TO OSTEOARTHRITIS
G. Wang, L. Yue, Y. Wang, H. Dueñas, V. Skiljarevski (China)

003 CIRCADIAN VARIATION OF ANALGESIC EFFECT OF PANAX NOTOGINSENG TOTAL SAPONIN IN MICE
Z. Li, Y. Zhang, Y. Li (China)
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004 VITAMIN D RECEPTOR(VDR) GENE POLYMORPHISM IN ANKYLOSING SPONDYLITIS
P. Zhang, Z. Hu, M. Zhao, Y. Mou, J. Qi, J. Gu (China)
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Y. Hao, X. Jiang, W. Zhou, Y. Wang, L. Gao, Y. Fan, W. Ma, Z. Jing, Z. Zhang (China)

013 NATIONAL PREVALENCE OF MUSCULOSKELETAL PAIN AND RHEUMATIC DISORDERS

014 MEDICAL CARE UTILIZATION AMONG THE KOREAN PATIENTS WITH SYSTEMIC LUPUS ERYTHEMATOSUS
015 PREVALENCE OF RHEUMATOLOGIC DISEASES IN THE WESTERN REGION OF MELBOURNE
M. Jiang, K. Lim, A. Leung (Australia)
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018 ALCOHOL CONSUMPTION AND GOUT RISK: AN UPDATED META-ANALYSIS
N. Shen, C. Mo, H. Wu (China)

019 JOINT SYNDROME PREVALENCE AROUND THE ADULT POPULATION OF TAJIKISTAN
S. Shukurova, N. Akhunova, G. Karimova (Tajikistan)

020 ROUTINE DRUGS PRESCRIPTION FOR PATIENTS WITH OSTEOARTHRITIS IN TAJIKISTAN
Z. Hamroeva, S. Shukurova, G. Karimova (Tajikistan)

021 SURVEY MODULE FOR MUSCULOSKELETAL (MSK) CONDITIONS - GLOBAL ALLIANCE FOR MUSCULOSKELETAL HEALTH SURVEILLANCE TASKFORCE

022 THE UNMET NEED OF RHEUMATOLOGIST IN THAILAND
S. Suwannaroj, R. Nanagara (Thailand)

023 PREVALENCE AND INCIDENCE OF RA AND MEDICAL CARE UTILIZATION IN ELDERLY ONSET RA PATIENTS: KOREAN NATIONAL HEALTH INSURANCE CLAIMS DATA

024 COST STUDY OF RHEUMATOLOGY PATIENTS CONSULTED AT A SPECIALIST CLINIC
K.M. Myat, C. Soe, K.T. Wynn, P.P. Han (Myanmar (Burma))
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Z. Liu, Z. Zheng, C. Gao, Z. Wu, S. Liu, T. Li, G. Gao (China)

231 ACTIVATION OF TUBERCULOSIS IN PATIENTS OF RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS WITH OR WITHOUT LATENT TUBERCULOSIS INFECTION REGARDLESS OF BIOLOGIC THERAPY
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M. Akhlaghi-kalahroodi, A.R. Jamshidi, S. Sobhani, M. Mahmoudi, S. Poursani, K. Divsalar, M. Mahmoudi (Iran)
IDENTIFICATION OF SUSCEPTIBILITY LOCI ASSOCIATED WITH FEMALE PRIMARY SJOGREN’S SYNDROME IN HAN CHINESE BY GENOME-WIDE ASSOCIATION STUDY

SIGNATURE OF CIRCULATING MICRORNAS IN SYSTEMIC LUPUS ERYTHEMATOSUS WITH METABOLIC SYNDROME PATIENTS
Y. Ding (China)

GENOME-WIDE DNA METHYLATION PATTERNS IN CD4+ T CELLS FROM CHINESE HAN PATIENTS WITH RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS

EXPRESSION PROFILING OF THE MICRORNANA MICROPROCESSOR COMPLEX; DROSHA, DICER, AND DGC6R IN PBMCs FROM ANKYLOSING SPONDYLITIS PATIENTS
A. Jamshidi, Z. Tabrizi, S. Aslani, R. Mansouri, M. Vodjdianan, M. Mahmoudi (Iran)

THE RELATIONSHIP OF DNA METHYLATION LEVEL AND METHYLENETETRAHYDROFOLATE REDUCTASE C677T GENE POLYMORPHISM TO ANKYLOSING SPONDYLITIS
N. Mao, J. Wang, J. Chen (China)

THE CORRELATION STUDY OF MDR1 GENE POLYMORPHISMS AND MULTIDRUG RESISTANCE IN RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS
W. Jia, N. Mao, J. Chen (China)

ALPHA-2-MACROGLOBULIN AS A SERUM DIAGNOSTIC MARKER IN PATIENTS WITH AVASCULAR NECROSIS OF THE FEMORAL HEAD
M.A. Kerachian, Z. Naderi Ghale-noie, M. Hasani (Iran)

ANKYLOSING SPONDYLITIS PATIENTS WITH HLA-B*2704 HAVE MORE UVEITIS THAN PATIENTS WITH HLA-B*2705 IN NORTH CHINESE POPULATION
H. Li, Q. Li (China)

A RARE NONSYNONYMUS 1 VARIANT IN THE LIPID METABOLIC GENE HELZ2 RELATED TO PRIMARY BILARY CIRRHOSIS IN CHINESE HAN
P. Li, G. Lu, L. Wang, Z. Wu, S. Chen, J. Li, X. Wen, H. Zhang, F. Zhang, Y. Li (China)

ASSOCIATION STUDY OF ART, SPATA, PDGFRA AND POLB POLYMORPHISMS WITH SYSTEMIC LUPUS ERYTHEMATOSUS IN CHINESE HAN POPULATION
P. Li, Y. Li, A. Zhou, S. Chen, J. Li, X. Wen, Z. Wu, L. Li, F. Zhang, Y. Li (China)

NO EVIDENCE FOR A GENETIC ASSOCIATION OF THREE INTERFERON-ALPHA PATHWAY GENES WITH SYSTEMIC LUPUS ERYTHEMATOSUS IN CHINESE HAN POPULATION
P. Li, Y. Li, A. Zhou, S. Chen, J. Li, X. Wen, Z. Wu, F. Zhang, Y. Li (China)

THE ROLE OF HISTONE VARIANTS IN THE DEVELOPMENT AND PROGRESSION OF RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS
M. Mahmoudi, V. Hassanzadeh, A. Farazmand, M. Assadipour, N. Aryaeian, F. Shahram (Iran)

ASSOCIATION OF STAT4 SINGLE NUCLEOTIDE POLYMORPHISMS WITH IRANIAN JUVENILE RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS PATIENTS
M. Mahmoudi, S. Aslani, A.R. Jamshidi, S. Harsini, A. Salmaninejad, S. Poursani, V. Ziaee, N. Rezaei (Iran)

HISTONE ACETYLTRANSFERASE KAT2B EXPRESSION IN PERIPHERAL BLOOD MONONUCLEAR CELLS (PBMCs) OF IRANIAN RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS PATIENTS
M. Mahmoudi, A. Farazmand, A. Ghasemi, V. Hasanzadeh, N. Aryaeian, F. Shahram (Iran)

DNA METHYLATION PROFILE AND EXPRESSION OF B-CELL LEUKEMIA/LYMPHOMA 11B (BCL11B) GENE IN ANKYLOSING SPONDYLITIS
M. Mahmoudi, J. Karami, M.H. Nicknam, M. Garshasbi, M. Vodjdianan, S. Aslani, A.R. Jamshidi (Iran)

ASSOCIATION OF STAT4 GENE SINGLE NUCLEOTIDE POLYMORPHISMS WITH IRANIAN NEONATAL LUPUS ERYTHEMATOSUS PATIENTS
M. Mahmoudi, S. Aslani, A.R. Jamshidi, S. Harsini, A. Salmaninejad, S. Poursani, V. Ziaee, N. Rezaei (Iran)

HISTONE DEACETYLASES EXPRESSION IN PERIPHERAL BLOOD MONONUCLEAR CELLS OF RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS PATIENTS
M. Mahmoudi, A. Farazmand, M. Moharamoghli, V. Hasanzadeh, N. Aryaeian, F. Shahram (Iran)

ASSOCIATION OF BACH2 RS72928038 WITH SUSCEPTIBILITY TO RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS IN IRANIAN POPULATION
M. Mahmoudi, A. Farazmand, M. Moharamoghli, V. Hasanzadeh, N. Aryaeian, F. Shahram (Iran)

EVALUATION OF MICRORNAS AFFECTING ON SURVIVIN GENE EXPRESSION IN DERMAL FIBROBLAST OF PATIENTS WITH SYSTEMIC SCLEROSIS
P. Vahidi Manesh, A. Farazmand, M.B. Mahmoudi, A. Jamshidi, F. Gharibdoost, S. Jafarinejad-Farsangi, M. Mahmoudi (Iran)

THE IMPAIRED EGF-EGFR SIGNALING MEDIATED AQP3 AND MMPS DOWNREGULATION IN SSC FIBROBLASTS
M. Mahmoudi, B. Yousefi, A. Sarafnejad, F. Rahmani, A.R. Jamshidi, H. Kavosi, E. Farhadi, E. Karimizadeh, F. Gharibdoost (Iran)
PATHOGENIC VARIANTS SCREENING IN SEVENTEEN CANDIDATE GENES ON 2P15 FOR ASSOCIATION WITH ANKYLOSING SPONDYLITIS IN A HAN CHINESE POPULATION

COPY NUMBER VARIATION OF TOLL-LIKE RECEPTOR 3, 7, AND 8 IN THAI SLE PATIENTS
D. Pitidhammabhorn, M. Vanichapuntu, O. Verasertniyom, T. Sura, T. Pisitkun, P. Pisitkun (Thailand)

MANIPULATION OF AN RA-ASSOCIATED INTERGENIC SNP BY CRISPR/CAS9 SYSTEM ALTERS EXPRESSION OF MULTIPLE GENES AT THE TNFAIP3 LOCUS

GENETIC VARIANT IN GTF2I WITH AN EFFECT ON GENE EXPRESSION CONFERS RISK FOR PRIMARY SJOGREN’S SYNDROME

META-ANALYSIS OF ABCG2 Q141K POLYMORPHISMS ASSOCIATION WITH HYPERURICEMIA AND GOUT IN ASIAN POPULATION
Y. Xia (China)

POSITIVE ASSOCIATION OF GENETIC VARIATIONS IN PLA2R1 GENE WITH SYSTEMIC LUPUS ERYTHEMATOSUS AND LUPUS NEPHRITIS IN CHINESE HAN POPULATION
A. Zhou, Y. Li, G. Lv, P. Li, S. Chen, J. Li, Z. Wu, X. Wen, S. Zhang, J. Wang, F. Zhang, Y. Li (China)

A TRAF1 GENE POLYMORPHISM IS A GENETIC RISK FOR RADIOGRAPHIC PROGRESSION OF JOINT DESTRUCTION IN ANTI-CITRULLINATED PEPTIDE ANTIBODY-NEGATIVE RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS

GENOTYPING STUDY OF MDR1, RFC1, GGH, FPGS AND MTHFR IN CHINESE PATIENTS WITH RHEUMATIC DISEASES
H. Zeng, Y. He (China)

IL1F7 GENE POLYMORPHISM IS NOT ASSOCIATED WITH RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS SUSCEPTIBILITY IN CHINESE HAN POPULATION: A CASE-CONTROL STUDY
X. Zhang, Y. Zuo, C. Li, X. Tu, H. Xu, J. Guo, L. Zhanguo, R. Mu (China)

PRKCH IS ASSOCIATED WITH RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS IN A CHINESE HAN POPULATION
Y. Zhuang, L. Huang, Y. Liu (China)

TO ASSESS THE CLINICAL VALUE OF MRI IN THE DIAGNOSIS AND TO EVALUATE THE DISTRIBUT CHARACTERISTICS OF MUSCLE
W. Xue, W. Lijun (China)

CLINICAL AND ULTRASOUND ASSESSMENT OF SUBTALAR AND MIDFOOT DISEASE IN RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS
P.S.J. Chan, L.A.F. Chia, W.G. Law, T.Y. Lian, K.O. Kong (Hong Kong, China)

HEAD-TO-HEAD COMPARISON BY ULTRASOUND EVALUATION OF ABATACEPT VERSUS ADALIMUMAB VERSUS TOCILIZUMAB EFFICACY FOR RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS
Y.C. Chen (Taiwan)

NO IMPROVEMENT IN GREYSCALE SYNOVITIS SCORES AS A PREDICTOR OF RADIOLOGICAL PROGRESSION IN RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS RECEIVING TNF ANTAGONIST THERAPY?
Y.C. Chen (Taiwan)

A FUNCTIONAL MAGNETIC RESONANCE IMAGING STUDY ON THE PSYCHOPATHOLOGY OF PATIENTS WITH PRIMARY SJOGREN’S SYNDROME AND ANXIETY DISORDER
B. Cui, Y. Liu (China)

DISCREPANCIES BETWEEN ULTRASOUND FINDINGS OF SHOULDER IN PATIENTS WITH RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS AND POLYMYALGIA RHEUMATICA
X. Deng, L. Ji, Y. Geng, X. Zhang, Z. Zhang (China)

ULTRASOUND MUSCULOSKELETAL FINDINGS IN PATIENTS WITH ASYMPTOMATIC HYPERURICEMIA, WHO WILL BENEFIT FROM THE SCREENING?
W. Fan, C. Li, M. Shao, J. Zhu (China)

ANALYSIS OF THE CHEST CT FEATURES IN 49 PATIENTS WITH RALAPSING POLYCHONDRIITIS
Z. Li, G. Gao (China)

THE APPLICATION AND DEMAND OF MUSCULOSKELETAL ULTRASOUND IN CHINESE RHEUMATOLOGISTS IN AFFILIATED HOSPITAL OF UNIVERSITY
Y. Geng, Z. Zhuoli (China)
EFFECT OF FEBUXOSTAT IN TREATING GOUTY ARTHRITIS AND OBSERVATION OF ULTRASOUND IMAGE CHARACTERISTICS OF AFFECTED JOINTS BEFORE AND AFTER TREATMENT
Y. Haibo, N. Ma, C. Cui, Z. Jiang (China)

THE ADDITIONAL BENEFIT OF ULTRASONOGRAPHY CONTRIBUTED TO 2010 ACR/EULAR CRITERIA WHEN DIAGNOSING RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS IN THE ABSENCE OF ANTI-CCP ANTIBODIES
L. Ji, X. Deng, Y. Geng, Z. Song, Z. Zhang (China)

DEEP-INSPIRATION BREATH-HOLD HRCT IS USEFUL FOR QUANTITATIVE DIAGNOSIS OF CONNECTIVE TISSUE DISEASE ASSOCIATED INTERSTITIAL LUNG DISEASE
J. Jieting, H. Wei, Y. Zhang, H. Li (China)

REDISTRIBUTION OF URATE DEPOSITIONS ON DUAL-ENERGY COMPUTED TOMOGRAPHY DURING URATE-LOWERING THERAPY IN PATIENTS WITH GOUTY ARTHRITIS
Z. Zhang, Y. Sun, H. Chen, X. Kong, J. Zhou, Y. Zhou, Y. Ding, L. Ma, L. Jiang (China)

ULTRASOUND AND SHEAR WAVE SONOELASTOGRAPHIC FINDINGS OF SUBACROMIAL IMPINGEMENT SYNDROME
D.R. Kwon, G.Y. Park (Republic of Korea)

USING HIGH-RESOLUTION PERIPHERAL QUANTITATIVE COMPUTED TOMOGRAPHY TO DIFFERENTIATE PATIENTS ON LONG-TERM GLUCOCORTICOID TREATMENT WITH VERTEBRAL FRACTURES BY TIBIAL CORTICAL THICKNESS
S.L. Lau, K.Y. Kwok, V.K.L. Lee, L.S. Tam, H.K. GIOP Study Group (Hong Kong, China)

IGG4-RELATED MIKULICZ'S DISEASE HAS UNIQUE FEATURE FROM PRIMARY SJOGREN'S SYNDROME ON ULTRASONOGRAPHY OF SALIVARY GLANDS
D. Lin, W. Yang, X. Guo, Y. Pan (China)

PREVALENCE AND DISTRIBUTION OF MSUS IN A GENERAL HOSPITAL
T. Lin, Z. Jun (China)

A COMBINATION OF THE MAGNETIC RESONANCE IMAGING AND SALIVARY GLAND SCINTIGRAPHY IN DIAGNOSING SJOGREN SYNDROME
X. Wu, Y. Miao, Y. Huang, L. Dong (China)

COMPARISON OF COMPUTER-AIDED DYNAMIC MRI FINDINGS AND OMERACT-RAMRIS SCORES OF WRIST AS DIAGNOSTIC ASSISTANCE IN ACPLA NEGATIVE RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS
X. Wu, S. Liu, M. Wang, L. Dong (China)

SUBCLINICAL INFLAMMATION DETECTED BY EXTREMITIE MAGNETIC RESONANCE IMAGING (EMRI) IN PSORIASIS PATIENTS CORRELATES WITH EARLY ARTHRITIS SCREENING QUESTIONNAIRE (EARP)
A.J. Mathew, J. Panwar, R. George, D. Danda (India)

CORRELATION BETWEEN IMAGING METHODS AND CLINICAL IMPAIRMENT IN PATIENTS WITH FROZEN SHOULDER
G.Y. Park, D.R. Kwon, D.G. Kwon (Republic of Korea)

THE ASSOCIATION OF POWER DOPPLER SIGNAL GRADES WITH THE SERUM INFLAMMATORY MARKER LEVEL
J.E. Park, T. Kang (Republic of Korea)

THE APPLICATION OF [18F]FDG-PET/CT IN THE DIAGNOSIS AND TREATMENT OF DERMATOMYOSITIS
L. Pei, J. Zhu, Z. Guan, J. Zhang, F. Huang, J. Jin, Z. Zhao, F. Sun, X. Ji, Q. Wen (China)

EARLY STAGE OF ANTIGEN-INDUCED ARTHRITIS IN RABBITS: A COMPARATIVE STUDY BETWEEN HIGH-RESOLUTION ULTRASOUND, VEGF, TNF-A AND PATHOLOGIC FINDINGS
Z. Qing (China)

COMPARISON OF IGRA AND TST FOR THE DETECTION OF LATENT TB INFECTION IN HONG KONG ARTHRITIS PATIENTS PLANNING FOR BIOLOGICS
H. So, M.L. Yip, S.W. Yuen (Hong Kong, China)

SONOGRAPHIC EVALUATION OF SUBCLINICAL ENTHESOPATHY OF THE LOWER EXTREMITY IN PATIENTS UNDERGOING HEMODIALYSIS
F. Sun (China)

CARDIAC MRI MEASUREMENTS CORRELATED WITH HAEMODYNAMICS IN PATIENTS WITH CONNECTIVE TISSUE DISEASE ASSOCIATED PULMONARY ARTERY HYPERTENSION
Y. Wang, X. Li, Q. Wang, S. Jiang, M. Li, J. Zhao, X. Zeng (China)

AUTOMATED SEGMENTATION OF ARTICULAR CAVITY BY USING COMPUTER-AIDED DETECTION FOR RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS IN ULTRASONOGRAPHY
H. Watanabe, Y. Lee, N. Hayashi, T. Ogura, M. Shimosegawa, N. Nakamura, M. Ogawa, N. Takagi (Japan)

FEBUXOSTAT FOR THE TREATMENT OF URATE DEPOSITS IN GOAT: ULTRASOUND AS A DIAGNOSTIC TOOL
L. Xiao (China)

RESEARCH ON MUSCULOSKELETAL ULTRASOUND IN DIAGNOSIS OF GOUT
W. Xiaojing, Z. Liyun, L. Juan, M. Dan, L. Nana (China)

COMPARE THE DIAGNOSTIC VALUE OF MSUS AND DECT FOR GOUTY ARTHRITIS
W. Xiaojing, Z. Liyun, L. Juan, M. Dan, L. Nana (China)
DIAGNOSTIC IMAGING EVALUATION FOR RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS AND ANKYLOSING SPONDYLITIS
W. Yu (China)

FEATURE OF SPARCC STRUCTURAL SCORE OF SACROILIAC JOINT IN CHINESE PATIENTS WITH AXIAL SPONDYLOARTHRITIS
H. Zaiying, P. Zhang, M. Qiu, X. Wang, L. Fang, J. Gu (China)

OBLIQUE VIEWS RADIOGRAPH IS BETTER THAN ANTERO-POSTERIOR VIEW RADIOGRAPH IN ASSESSING SACROILIITIS IN PATIENTS WITH EARLY AXIAL SPONDYLOARTHRITIS
H. Zaiying, M. Qiu, J. Qi, D. Lin, L. Fang, J. Gu (China)

THE CONSISTENCY OF PELVIC ANTEROPOSTERIOR FILM AND MRI IN EVALUATING SACROILIITIS IN CHINESE PATIENTS WITH AXIAL SPONDYLOARTHRITIS
H. Zaiying, P. Zhang, D. Lin, L. Fang, M. Qiu, X. Wang, J. Gu (China)

CORRELATION BETWEEN IMAGING FEATURES OF HIGH-RESOLUTION COMPUTED TOMOGRAPHY AND HISTOPATHOLOGY OF CONNECTIVE TISSUE DISEASES ASSOCIATED INTERSTITIAL LUNG DISEASE IN CHINESE POPULATION
G. Zhang, X. Zhang, Q. Liu, Z. Zhao, H. Lin, C. Wu (China)

DUAL-ENERGY COMPUTED TOMOGRAPHY (CT) SCAN OF ASYMPOMATIC PATIENTS WITH HIGH URIC ACID HEMATIC DISEASE CAN HAVE URIC ACID SALT DEPOSITS
W. Zhang (China)

ULTRASONOGRAPHIC AND SIALOGRAPHIC FEATURES OF IGG-4 RELATED SIALADENITIS
Z. Zhang, X. Xie (China)

REDISTRIBUTION OF URATE DEPOSITIONS ON DUAL-ENERGY COMPUTED TOMOGRAPHY DURING URATE-LOWERING THERAPY IN PATIENTS WITH GOUTY ARTHRITIS
Z. Zhang, Y. Sun, L. Ma, H. Chen, X. Kong, J. Zhou, Y. Zhou, Y. Ding, L. Jiang (China)

COMPARISON OF ULTRASONOGRAPHY AND MAGNETIC RESONANCE IMAGING FOR THE ASSESSMENT OF KNEE MORBID CHANGES IN EARLY DIAGNOSED INFLAMMATORY ARTHRITIS
J. Zhu (China)

COMBINED DETECTION OF SERUM FERRITIN AND PROCALCITONIN, FUNGI D GLUCAN IS VALUEABLE OF FOR AODS AND INFECTIOUS FEVER DISEASE
L. Chen (China)

THE CLINICAL CHARACTERISTICS AND ETIOLOGY ANALYSIS IN 88 HOSPITALIZED CHILDREN OF HYPEREOSINOPHILIA EOSINOPHILIC
X. Chen, L. Meiping (China)

ACUTE RHEUMATIC FEVER; LET’S THINK BEYOND OLD BELIEVES!
M. Owlia (Iran)

CLINICAL CORRELATION RESEARCH BETWEEN KL-6, PULMONARY SURFACTANT PROTEIN-A/D, INTERLEUKIN-6 AND CONNECTIVE TISSUE DISEASES IN PATIENTS WITH INTERSTITIAL PULMONARY DISEASE
M. Qin, J. Xu (China)

EFFICACY AND SAFETY OF PROPHYLACTIC TREATMENT ON PREVENTION OF TUBERCULOSIS ACTIVATION DURING GLUCOCORTICOID THERAPY IN PATIENTS WITH RHEUMATIC DISEASES
R. Wu (China)

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS VACCINE-ASSOCIATED NEUROIMMUNOPATHIC SYNDROME (HANS) IN JAPANESE ADOLESCENTS AND YOUNG CHILDREN
Shumpei Yokota*, Yoshiyuki Kurosawa, Toshihiro Nakajima, Kusuki Nishioka (Japan)

ACTIVE IMMUNIZATION AGAINSTS IL-17A DID NOT INCREASE RISK OF INFECTION IN PRISTANE INDUCED LUPUS MICE MODEL
H. Kalim, C.S. Wahono, M. Zaka, D. Hasanah, K. Handono (Indonesia)
DIFFERENTIAL DIAGNOSIS FOR URATE CRYSTAL DEPOSITS WITH DUAL-ENERGY CT IN ACUTE ARTHRITIS PATIENTS WITH SUSPECTED GOUT
X. Chen, M. Shen, B. Gu, X. Wang, D. Su, Q. Ren, C. Li, K. Qian (China)

EXPRESSION OF LONG NONCODING RNA- AJ27913 IN PATIENTS WITH GOUTY ARTHRITIS
Y. Cheng-jiao, Z. Xiao-wu, Q. Yu-feng, Z. Jing-guo (China)

PERFORMANCE OF THE AMERICAN COLLEGE OF RHEUMATOLOGY/EUROPEAN LEAGUE AGAINST RHEUMATISM 2015 CLASSIFICATION CRITERIA FOR DIAGNOSIS OF GOUT IN CHINESE PATIENTS
Z. Qianru, W. Yu, Z. Zhuo li (China)

INCREASED CAROTID INTIMA-MEDIA THICKNESS WAS RELATED WITH ELEVATED SERUM HOMOCYSTEINE LEVEL IN PATIENTS WITH HYPERURICEMIA
J.S. Song, T.S. Choi, J.H. Park, K.H. Lee (Republic of Korea)

CLINICAL FEATURES AND RISK FACTORS OF GOUT ATTACKS FOLLOWING ANTI-TUBERCULOUS TREATMENT
S.W. Chun, E.H. Kang, Y.J. Lee, Y.J. Ha (Republic of Korea)

ALTERED EXPRESSION OF MIR-223 MIGHT BE INVOLVED IN REGULATION OF INFLAMMATION IN PRIMARY GOUT PATIENTS
Z. Dan, L. Ling-Qin, Q. Yu-Feng, Z. Quan-Bo, Z. Xiao-Wu, Z. Jing-Guo (China)

DIABETES MELLITUS RISK FACTORS IN GOUT: META-ANALYSIS OF OBSERVATIONAL STUDIES
T. Fu, R. Yin, L. Zhang, Q. Zhang, L. Li, Z. Gu (China)

ALTERED EXPRESSION OF AQUAPORIN 3 MIGHT BE INVOLVED IN THE PATHOGENESIS OF PRIMARY GOUTY ARTHRITIS
Y. He, J. Zhou (China)

ROLE OF TH17/TREG CELL BALANCE IN THE PATHOGENESIS OF PRIMARY GOUT ARTHRITIS
Y. Hong, X. Zhong, Y.F. Qing, W.G. Xie, X. Yang, J. Zhou (China)

EFFECT OF URATE LOWERING THERAPY ON RENAL DISEASE PROGRESSION IN HYPERURICEMIC PATIENTS WITH STAGE 4 CHRONIC KIDNEY DISEASE
K. Lee (Republic of Korea)

THE ACUTE PHAGE REACTIONS OF ZOLEDRONIC ACID IN PATIENTS WITH RHEUMATIC DISEASE CONCOMITANT WITH OSTEOPOROSIS AND THE POSSIBLE STRATEGY MANAGEMENT
H. Zhou, S. Li, Z. Qing, L. Minhui, G. Juan (China)

THE CHARACTERISTICS OF YOUNG GOUT PATIENTS BY COMPARING THE GOUT PATIENTS IN DIFFERENT AGE GROUPS.

ASSASSEMENT OF PERIPHERAL SMALL FIBER NERVE IN GOUT
J. Lee, E. Park, S. Lee, J. Park, G. Kim, H. Kim (Republic of Korea)

THE SPECTRUM OF URATE TRANSPORTER GENE IN HUMAN PERIPHERAL BLOOD MONONUCLEAR CELLS IN GOUT PATIENTS
GOUT HEPATOPATHY
S. Shukurova (Tajikistan)

MTHFR C677T POLYMORPHISM IS ASSOCIATED WITH INCREASE IN BOTH HOMOCYSTEINE AND URIC ACID
I.W. Sohn, C.B. Choi, Y.S. Kim, J.B. Jun (Republic of Korea)

THE CLINICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF 18 CASES OF TUMOR-INDUCED OSTEOMALACIA MISDIAGNOSED AS SPONDOLOARTHRITIS
N. Sui, J. Zhu, J. Zhang, F. Huang (China)

STUDY OF PREVALENCE OF MICROALBUMINURIA IN PATIENTS WITH GOUT
B. Vaidya, M. Bhochhibhoya (Nepal)

HIGH PREVALENCE OF UROLITHIASIS DUE TO EXCESS URINARY URIC ACID CONCENTRATION AND CALCIUM EXCRETION IN SOUTH CHINESE GOUT PATIENTS

EFFICACY OF URIC ACID LOWERING THERAPY ON HYPERTRIGLYCERIDEMIA AND HYPERCHOLESTEROLEMIA LEVEL IN GOUTY MEN
J. Wu, Y. Qu, Y.P. Zhang, J.X. Deng, Q.H. Yu (China)

INVESTIGATION ON DIAGNOSIS AND TREATMENT OF PATIENTS WITH GOUT IN SUZHOU AREA
J. Wu (China)

A STUDY ON THE RISK FACTORS FOR ACUTE KIDNEY INJURY IN GOUTY ARTHRITIS
Z. Xianzhen (China)

COMPARISON OF COMORBIDITIES AND METABOLISM INDEXES BETWEEN PATIENTS WITH HYPERURICEMIA AND NORMAL URIC ACID: A SINGLE CENTER CROSS-SECTIONAL STUDY IN CHINA
L. Xu, H. Zhu, Y. Su (China)

INTERLEUKIN 37 LIMITS MONOSODIUM URATE CRYSTAL INDUCED INNATE IMMUNE RESPONSES IN HUMAN AND MURINE MODELS OF GOUT
Y. Xue, L. Liu, J. Zhang, H. Zou (China)

COMORBIDITIES IN GOUT: A COHORT FROM WEST CHINA
Y. Yang, X. Li, C. Liu, Y. Yang, Y. Zhou, G. He (China)

STONE COMPOSITION AND URINARY STONE RISK IN PRIMARY GOUT PATIENTS: A MATCHED CASE COMPARATIVE STUDY
W. Yu, Z. Zhuoli (China)

OSTEOPOROSIS IN CHINESE PATIENTS WITH GOUT
H. Zaixong, Q. Jun, Q. Minli, G. Xinghua, G. Jieruo (China)

INSIDIOUS TOPHUS AS THE PRESENTING MANIFESTATION MIMICKING INTRAOSSEOUS TUMOR IN 17 PATIENTS
T. Zhang, J. Xue, H. Wu, W. Xu, L. Ye (China)

APPLICATION OF DUAL ENERGY CT (DECT) MONITORING URIC ACID TREATMENT EFFICACY RESEARCH
W. Zhang, L. Zhang (China)

THE THERAPEUTIC ACTION OF SIMIAOYONGAN RECIPE EXTRACT ON ACUTE GOUTY ARTHRITIS IN RATS
L. Zhenbin, Z. Song, Y. Li, Z. Lu (China)

INFLUENCE OF TOTAL GLUCOSIDES OF PAEON ON IL-6, IL-1β, TNFA OF RATS WITH ACUTE GOUTY ARTHRITIS
L. Zhenbin, X. Ma (China)

STUDY ON EXPRESSION PROFILE OF LONG NON-CODING RNA IN GOUTY ARTHRITIS
X. Zhong, C. Yao, Y. Qing, Q. Yang, Y. Yao, W. Xie, M. Zhao, J. Zhou (China)

A STUDY COMPARING THE EFFICACY AND SAFETY BETWEENFEBUXOSTAT, ALLOPURINOL AND BENZBROMARONE IN CHINESE GOUT PATIENTS
Q. Zhou, J. Liu, Z. Bin (China)

Poster Session 3: Nursing

Board #07:30 - 12:15
TREATMENT ADHERENCE TO URATE-LOWERING THERAPY IN CHINESE GOUT PATIENTS
R. Yin, T. Fu, L. Zhang, Q. Zhang, L. Li, Z. Gu (China)

THE INVESTIGATION OF SLEEP QUALITY IN CHINESE PATIENTS WITH GOUT: A CASE-CONTROL STUDY
T. Fu, R. Yin, L. Zhang, Q. Zhang, L. Li, Z. Gu (China)

THE INVESTIGATION OF HEALTH-RELATED QUALITY OF LIFE IN CHINESE PATIENTS WITH GOUT: A CASE-CONTROL STUDY
T. Fu, R. Yin, Q. Zhang, L. Zhang, L. Li, Z. Gu (China)

THE IMPACT OF SYSTEMIC LUPUS ERYTHEMATOSUS ON QUALITY-OF-LIFE ASSESSED USING THE SF-36: A SYSTEMATIC REVIEW AND META-ANALYSIS
T. Fu, L. Zhang, Q. Zhang, R. Yin, L. Li, Z. Gu (China)

PERIODONTAL DISEASE IN PATIENTS WITH RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS
Q. Zhang, L. Zhang, R. Yin, T. Fu, L. Li, Z. Gu (China)

THE IMPACT OF SYSTEMIC LUPUS ERYTHEMATOSUS ON WOMEN’S SEXUAL FUNCTIONING: A SYSTEMATIC REVIEW AND META-ANALYSIS
R. Yin, T. Fu, L. Zhang, Q. Zhang, L. Li, Z. Gu (China)

THE INVESTIGATION OF HAND JOINT DESTRUCTION IN CHINESE PATIENTS WITH RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS: A CROSS-SECTIONAL STUDY
L. Zhang, T. Fu, Q. Zhang, R. Yin, L. Li, Z. Gu (China)

PERIODONTAL DISEASE IN PATIENTS WITH SYSTEMIC LUPUS ERYTHEMATOSUS
Q. Zhang, R. Yin, T. Fu, L. Zhang, L. Li, Z. Gu (China)

SJOGREN'S SYNDROME IS ASSOCIATED WITH NEGATIVELY VARIABLE IMPACTS ON DOMAINS OF HEALTH-RELATED QUALITY OF LIFE: EVIDENCE FROM A META-ANALYSIS
Q. Zhang, T. Fu, R. Yin, L. Zhang, L. Li, Z. Gu (China)

RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS IS ASSOCIATED WITH NEGATIVELY VARIABLE IMPACTS ON DOMAINS OF FEMALE SEXUAL FUNCTION: EVIDENCE FROM A META-ANALYSIS
Q. Zhang, R. Yin, L. Zhang, T. Fu, L. Li, Z. Gu (China)

THE INVESTIGATION OF FUNCTIONAL CAPACITY IN CHINESE PATIENTS WITH RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS: A CROSS-SECTIONAL STUDY
L. Zhang, Q. Zhang, T. Fu, R. Yin, L. Li, Z. Gu (China)

CORRELATES AND PREDICTORS OF THE PSYCHOLOGICAL DISORDERS IN CHINESE PATIENTS WITH RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS
L. Zhang, R. Yin, T. Fu, Q. Zhang, L. Li, Z. Gu (China)

PSYCHOLOGICAL INTERVENTIONS FOR PATIENTS WITH OSTEOARTHRITIS: A SYSTEMATIC REVIEW AND META-ANALYSIS
L. Zhang, T. Fu, Y. Rulan, Q. Zhang, L. Li, Z. Gu (China)

THE INVESTIGATION OF QUALITY OF LIFE IN CHINESE PATIENTS WITH RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS: A CROSS-SECTIONAL STUDY
L. Zhang, T. Fu, Q. Zhang, R. Yin, L. Li, Z. Gu (China)

THE IMPACT OF RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS ON FEMALE SEXUAL FUNCTION: A SYSTEMATIC REVIEW AND META-ANALYSIS
C. Zhou, Q. Zhao, Y. Cui, L. Li, S. Chen, X. Xu, Z. Gu (China)

THE IMPACT OF PRIMARY SJOGREN’S SYNDROME ON FATIGUE: A SYSTEMATIC REVIEW AND META-ANALYSIS
L. Li, S. Chen, Y. Cui, Q. Zhao, C. Zhou, Z. Gu, L. Li (China)

THE PREVALENCE OF DEPRESSION IN SJOGREN’S SYNDROME: A SYSTEMATIC REVIEW AND META-ANALYSIS
Y. Cui, Q. Zhao, L. Li, S. Chen, C. Zhou, Z. Gu, L. Li (China)

INVESTIGATION OF SLEEP QUALITY FOR PATIENTS WITH SYSTEMIC LUPUS ERYTHEMATOSUS
Q. Zhao, H. Chen, L. Li, S. Chen, C. Zhou, Y. Cui, Z. Gu, B. Shen (China)

PERIODONTAL DISEASE IN PATIENTS WITH RHEUMATIC DISEASE
Q. Zhang, R. Yin, T. Fu, L. Zhang, L. Li, Z. Gu (China)

A QUALITATIVE STUDY OF PREGNANT EXPERIENCES IN PATIENTS WITH SYSTEMIC LUPUS ERYTHEMATOSUS
S. Chen, L. Li, Q. Zhao, Y. Cui, C. Zhou, L. Li, Z. Gu (China)

NURSING THE GOUT PATIENTS ADMINISTERED WITH ZHENGQINGFENGTONGNING INJECTION ELECTROPORATION
D. Wu, O. Jin, X. Zhang (China)

ILLNESS UNCERTAINTY, COPING STYLE, AND SOCIAL SUPPORT IN PATIENTS WITH SYSTEMIC LUPUS ERYTHEMATOSUS
B. Shen, Q. Zhao, H. Chen, Y. Cui, L. Zhu, W. Fu, Y. He, L. Ma, L. Chen, X. Wang (China)

BODY IMAGE DISTURBANCE, SELF ESTEEM, AND SOCIAL SUPPORT IN PATIENTS WITH SYSTEMIC LUPUS ERYTHEMATOSUS
B. Shen, H. Chen, Q. Zhao, L. Zhu, W. Fu, Y. He, L. Ma, L. Chen, X. Wang (China)
ANALYSIS ON THE INFLUENCE OF HEALTH MANAGEMENT TO THE QUALITY OF LIFE IN SLE PATIENTS
R. Wang (China)

INVESTIGATION OF DISEASE UNCERTAINTY AND THE RELATED FACTORS IN SYSTEMIC LUPUS ERYTHEMATOSUS PATIENTS
H. Xi, Q. Gao (China)

THE STATUS AND INFLUENCING FACTORS OF BURDEN AND DEPRESSION OF CAREGIVER FOR PATIENTS WITH RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS
J. Ma, J. Ru (China)

THE EFFECT OF BURDEN, SOCIAL SUPPORT, TRAIT COPING STYLE AND QUALITY LIFE OF CAREGIVERS ON HEALTH STATUS OF RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS
L. Li, J. Ru (China)

MELATONIN RESETS THE CIRCADIAN CLOCK IN GLUCOCORTICOIDES-TREATED CHONDROCYTES VIA THE ENHANCEMENT OF NAD+-DEPENDENT SIRT1 DEACETYLASE ACTIVITY
W. Yang, X. Kang, X. Jin, Z. Qian, T. Xie, W. Shufang (China)

Poster Session 3: Occupational Therapy

THALIDOMIDE FOR RECURRENT APHTHOUS STOMATITIS: A META-ANALYSIS
W. Danbin, L. Ling, M. Jiajian (China)

THE EXPRESSION OF CD3+,CD4, CD8 - DOUBLE NEGATIVE T CELLS IN AUTOIMMUNE DISEASES
T. Jiang (China)

MIR-410 DOWN-REGULATES THE EXPRESSION OF INTERLEUKIN-10 BY TARGETING STAT3 IN THE PATHOGENESIS OF SYSTEMIC LUPUS ERYTHEMATOSUS
D. Liu (China)

SILENCE OF INTERLEUKIN-37 ENHANCE ICAM-1 EXPRESSION FOLLOWING TLR4 ACTIVATION OF HUMAN CORONARY ARTERY ENDOTHELIAL CELLS
K. Xie (China)

Poster Session 3: Osteoarthritis

INTER-ALPHA-TRYPSIN INHIBITOR HEAVY CHAIN 4 (ITI-H4) IS EXPRESSED IN CHONDROCYTES AND A BIOMARKER OF OA IN SYNOVIAL FLUID
C. AnPing, X. Yan, F. Jia, L. Yuan, X. Yang (China)

CORRELATION BETWEEN SYNOVIAL FLUID VISFATIN AND DEGREE OF KNEE OSTEOARTHRITIS ON OBESE PATIENTS AT MOHAMMAD HOESIN HOSPITAL PALEMBANG
S. Darma (Indonesia)

THE STUDY OF ARTHROSIS INJURY CAUSED BY KNEE OSTEOARTHRITIS WITH ARTHROSCOPY
Q. Fu, Y. Zheng (China)

EXPRESSION OF SERUM 25(OH)D OF KNEE OSTEOARTHRITIS IN PLATEAU TIBETAN AND PLAIN HAN POPULATIONS
W. Ge (China)

SERUM 25(OH)D LEVELS OF KNEE OSTEOARTHRITIS BETWEEN PLATEAU TIBETAN AND PLAIN HAN POPULATIONS
W. Ge, Z. Zhang, W. Sun, Y. Han, Q. Du, H. Li, Y. Zhang, Y. Mei (China)

CROSS-SECTIONAL AND LONGITUDINAL ASSOCIATIONS BETWEEN SIGNAL ALTERATIONS IN INFRAPATELLAR FAT PAD AND KNEE STRUCTURAL CHANGES IN PATIENTS WITH SYMPTOMATIC OA
W. Han, D. Aitken, F. Cicuttini, G. Jones, C. Ding (Australia)
KNEE OSTEOARTHRITIS IN BANGLADESH

PREVALENCE OF KNEE OSTEOARTHRITIS AND KNEE OSTEOARTHRITIS PAIN FLARES AMONG FEMALES IN A SUBURBAN SETTING IN SRI LANKA
F. Hassan, N. Gunawardena, I. Atukorala, A. Hettihewa, I. Lekamge, R. Mahendran, E. Naotunna, D.J. Hunter (Sri Lanka)

THE COMPARISON OF OUTCOME BETWEEN UNICOMPARTMENTAL AND TOTAL KNEE ARTHROPLASTY PERFORMED IN THE SAME PATIENT.
E. Cho, K. Hosaka, S. Saito, M. Seki, Y. Tokuhashi (Japan)

LONG-TERM RESULTS OF TOTAL HIP ARTHROPLASTY IN YOUNG PATIENTS WITH METASUL HIP SYSTEM
K. Ishigaki, K. Hosaka, S. Saito, M. Seki, Y. Tokuhashi (Japan)

METABOLIC AND INFLAMMATORY LINKS TO ROTATOR CUFF TEAR IN HAND OSTEOARTHRITIS
Y.S. Suh, Y.H. Cheon, H.O. Kim, K.S. Park, R.B. Kim, S.I. Lee (Republic of Korea)

IMPACT OF MYOFASCIAL PAIN SYNDROME ON PAIN AND FUNCTIONAL STATUS IN PATIENTS WITH HAND OSTEOARTHRITIS
Y.S. Suh, Y.H. Cheon, H.O. Kim, K.S. Park, R.B. Kim, S.I. Lee (Republic of Korea)

PTH SIGNALING PREVENTS OSTEOARTHRITIS FORMATION THROUGH SUPPRESSING SYNOVITIS
T.F. Li, S. Liu, L. Han, L. Liu (China)

RESEARCH ON THE EFFECT OF NSAIDS ON WNT/β-CATENIN SIGNALING PATHWAY AND ON CARTILAGE MATRIX METABOLISM IN RABBIT OSTEOARTHRITIS
H. Liu, Y. Zheng (China)

GLUCOSAMINE COMBINED WITH CHONDROITIN SULFATE FOR KNEE OSTEOARTHRITIS: A SYSTEMATIC REVIEW
J. Liu, J. Chen (China)

TREATMENT WITH HUMAN ADIPOSE-DERIVED MESENCHYMAL STEM CELLS FOR KNEE OA: EVIDENCES FROM A RANDOMIZED AND DOUBLE-BLINDED PHASE I/II A CLINICAL TIAL
L.J. Lu, Y. Song, D. Hui, B. Chunde (China)

ASSOCIATION BETWEEN PROXIMAL TIBIOFIBULAR JOINT TYPES AND KNEE OSTEOARTHRITIC CHANGES IN OLDER ADULTS
M. Lu, W. Han, K. Wang, F. Cicuttini, Z. Yin, G. Jones, C. Ding (China)

CROSS-CULTURAL ADAPTATION AND VALIDATION OF THE FILIPINO TRANSLATION OF KNEE INJURY AND OSTEOARTHRITIS OUTCOME SCORE (KOOS) IN FILIPINOS WITH OSTEOARTHRITIS
A.M. Villanueva-Misa, E. Penserga (Philippines)

INFLUENCE OF POPLITEAL ARTERY WALL THICKNESS ON PATIENTS WITH KNEE OSTEOARTHRITIS

THE CORRELATIONS BETWEEN MENISCUS INJURIES AND KNEE JOINT STRUCTURE CHANGES AND CLINICAL SYMPTOMS IN OSTEOARTHRITIS PATIENTS

EFFICACY AND SAFETY OF HYLAN G-F 20 WITH TRIAMCINOLONE ACETONIDE IN PRIMARY OSTEOARTHRITIS OF KNEE REFRACTORY TO STANDARD CARE
M.A. Razzaque, M.N. Islam (Bangladesh)

COMMUNICATION CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES IN PROMOTING WALKING STICK AS TREATMENT DEVICE FOR OSTEOARTHRITIS AMONG OUT-PATIENTS IN A PHILIPPINE TERTIARY HOSPITAL
M. Tee, C. Torres, I. Bondad (Philippines)

CURRENT TREATMENT STATUS OF OA OUTPATIENTS IN CHINA
W. Wang, Y. Mei, Y. Zhang, C. Li, Z. Zhang (China)

INTERLEUKIN-29 ENHANCES SYNOVIAL INFLAMMATION AND CARTILAGE DEGRADATION IN OSTEOARTHRITIS
L. Xu, Q. Peng, W. Xuan, X. Feng, W. Tan, F. Wang, M. Zhang (China)

ROLE OF IL-16 PROTEIN LEVELS IN PATIENTS WITH DIFFERENT GRADES OF KNEE OSTEOARTHRITIS (OA)
S. Yeap, E. DasGupta, A.B. Kareem, W.R. Ng, S. Wong (Malaysia)

ULTRASONOGRAPHIC FEATURES OF KNEE OSTEOARTHRITIS IN CHINESE POPULATION
X. Zhang, X. Deng, Y. Geng, L. Ji, Z. Zhang (China)

IDENTIFICATION OF METABOLIC SIGNATURES IN HIGH-FAT DIET INDUCED ACCELERATION IN AGE-RELATED AND SURGICALLY INDUCED OSTEOARTHRITIS IN MICE
Y. Zhang, P. Datta, A. Parousis, A. Sharma, H. Endisha, E. Rossomacha, R. Gandhi, J. Rockel, M. Kapoor (China)

ROLE OF MTOR-ULK1-BECN1/AUTOPHAGY IN OSTEOARTHRITIS
Y. Zhang, Z. Zhang, W. Wang, Y. Wang, C. Li, X. Han, Y. Zhao, W. Sun (China)
212 BIOBANK BUILDUP AND OMICS SCREENING FOR BIOMARKERS AND UNDERLYING MECHANISMS: A SHORT-CUT TO HAPPINESS PROTECTING US FROM OSTEOARTHRITIS?
Y. Zhang, Z. Zhang, W. Wang, Y. Wang, Z. Lin, X. Wei, X. Han (China)

213 GENOME-WIDE DNA METHYLATION ANALYSIS IDENTIFIES HYPO-METHYLATED GENES IN HUMAN ARTICULAR CHONDROCYTES
L. Zhao, Q. Wang, C. Zhang, C. Huang (China)

214 MAINTAINING SUFFICIENT SERUM VITAMIN D LEVELS IS ASSOCIATED WITH REDUCED KNEE STRUCTURAL AND SYMPTOMATIC CHANGES IN PATIENTS WITH KNEE OSTEOARTHRITIS
S. Zheng, X. Jin, F. Cicuttini, X. Wang, Z. Zhu, A. Wluka, W. Han, T. Winzenberg, L. Blizzard, G. Jones, C. Ding (Australia)
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215 TIME TAKEN FOR SIGNIFICANT CHANGES IN SERIAL BONE MINERAL DENSITY ANALYSIS AFTER TREATMENT WITH BISPHOSPHONATES AND PARATHYROID HORMONE
A. Aggarwal, D. Jain, N. Aggarwal (India)

216 PERIPHERAL BMD TESTING FOR OSTEOPOROSIS SCREENING- A BANE THAT SHOULD BE BANNED
A. Aggarwal, D. Jain, N. AGGARWAL (India)

217 SOFT TISSUE CALCIFICATION AND OSSIFICATION IN THE CLINICAL PRACTICE: A PICTORIAL REVIEW AND COMMENTARY.
H. Al Attia (United Arab Emirates)

218 LIFESTYLE AND VITAMIN D STATUS OF POSTMENOPAUSAL WOMEN IN URBAN AND RURAL AREAS IN Urumqi

219 EBSELEN IS A POTENTIAL ANTI-OSTEOPOROSIS AGENT BY SUPPRESSING RECEPTOR ACTIVATOR OF NF-KB LIGAND-INDUCED OSTEOCLAST DIFFERENTIATION AND LPS-INDUCED INFLAMMATORY BONE DESTRUCTION
C.H. Lee, J. Yong Geun, J.M. Beak, J.Y. Kim, J.M. Oh, M.S. Lee (Republic of Korea)

220 CAN ANTI-OSTEOPOROTIC THERAPY REDUCE ADJACENT FRACTURE IN MAGNETIC RESONANCE IMAGING-PROVEN ACUTE OSTEOPOROTIC VERTEBRAL FRACTURES?
Y.C. Chen (Taiwan)

221 THE INFLUENCE OF VITAMIN D ON SERUM OF INTERLUKIN-17 ON MALE COPD PATIENTS WITH OSTEOPENIA AT MOHAMMAD HOESIN HOSPITAL PALEMBANG
Hermansyah, Monalisa, Z. Ahmad, S. Darma, R.U. Partan, M. Reagan (Indonesia)

222 STAT3 INHIBITOR, STAT3 INHIBITS OSTEOCLAST DIFFERENTIATION BY SUPPRESSING NF-KB ACTIVITY BUT NOT STAT3 SINALING
C. Li, Y. Ruohan, Z. Jinxia, S. Lin, Y. Zhongqiang, L. Xiangyuan (China)

223 EVALUATION THE OSTEOPOROTIC FRACTURE RISK OF PATIENTS WITH RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS BY FRACTURE RISK ASSESSMENT TOOL (FRAX)
J. Meng (China)

224 BONE MINERAL DENSITY IN PATIENTS WITH SLEEP APNEA
D. Monova, S. Monov, E. Peneva, L. Sichanova (Bulgaria)

225 NUTRITION, SERUM PROTEIN LEVELS AND BONE FRACTURES IN RHEUMATIC PATIENTS
D. Monova, S. Monov, E. Peneva, R. Shumnalieva (Bulgaria)

226 THE BONE MINERAL DENSITY AND VITAMIN D IN THE PATIENTS WITH RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS AND SYSTEMIC LUPUS ERYTHEMATOSUS
C.H. Suh, J.Y. Jung, H.A. Kim, M.H. Han, J. Woo (Republic of Korea)

227 THE COMPLIANCE TO TREATMENT WITH VARIOUS BISPHOSPHONATE FORMULATIONS IN PATIENTS WITH POSTMENOPAUSAL OSTEOPOROSIS: A NATIONAL MULTICENTRIC STUDY
V. Vinicola, E. Giampa', M. Di Bonito, V. Ferretti, G. Nuvoli, F. Paolletti, M. Piazzini, M. Ranieri, M.A. Tuveri (Italy)

228 HYPOXIA-INDUCIBLE FACTOR AS A PHYSIOLOGICAL REGULATOR IN BONE HOMEOSTASIS
H.G. Yu, E. KUK, S. Lee, J. Ryu (Republic of Korea)

229 COMPARISON FOREARM BONE MINERAL DENSITY BETWEEN AXIAL: A USEFUL TOOL TO SCREEN OSTEOPOROSIS IN FEMALE PATIENTS WITH CONNECTIVE TISSUE DISEASE
W. Yu, Z. Zhoouli (China)

230 FEVER AFTER PATIENTS RECEIVED THE TREATMENT OF ACLASTA
H. Zaiying, J. Qi, L. Fang, D. Lin, P. Zhang, J. Gu (China)
**Poster Session 4: Rehabilitation for Rheumatic Diseases**
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001 **EXPLORE PERSONALIZED NURSING IN PATIENTS WITH PAINLESS WARD LI RHEUMATISM LEAD OF THE EFFECT OF PAIN**
Q. Xinlian, Z. Li, W. Lijun (China)

002 **EFFECTS OF EXERCISE ON MUSCLE STRENGTH IN ANKYLOSING SPONDYLITIS: IMPACT OF ANTI-TNF ALFA TREATMENT ON MUSCLE RESPONE TO EXERCISE.**
A. Cetin, B. Cuni (Turkey)

003 **CHRONIC DISEASE MANAGEMENT MODE IS BENEFIT FOR THE RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS PATIENTS TREATED BY THE BIOLOGICAL AGENTS**
X. Liu, J. Zhuang (China)

004 **COMPARISON OF CENTER-BASED AND HOME-BASED EXERCISES ON RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS PATIENTS EXPERIENCING FATIGUE**
M. Tee, M. Tee, P. Lim (Philippines)

**Poster Session 4: Rheumatoid Arthritis – Anti-TNFα Therapy**

**Board #**

**Wednesday September 28, 2016 13:45 - 18:00**

005 **ETANERCEPT OUTCOMES IN JAPANESE PATIENTS WITH RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS IN CLINICAL PRACTICE: MULTICENTER REGISTRY OF AKITA ORTHOPEDIC GROUP ON RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS**

006 **CLINICAL AND PATIENT-REPORTED BENEFITS OF CERTOLIZUMAB PEGOL TREATMENT IN MTX-NAIVE, EARLY RA PATIENTS ARE MAINTAINED 1-YEAR AFTER DISCONTINUATION IN C-OPERA.**

007 **TNF-A INHIBITOR IMPROVE THE CONDITION OF RA BY REGULATING THE TGF-B/SMAD PATHWAY**
R. Chen, H. WenHui, T. Yi (China)

008 **IL-6 RECEPTOR MONOCLONAL ANTIBODY (TOCILIZUMAB) FOR REFRACTORY ADULT ONSET STILL’S DISEASE**
L. Gu, T. Li, X. Wang, L. Guo, S. Ye, S. Chen (China)

009 **PREVALENCE OF RESIDUAL INFLAMMATION IN RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS PATIENT AFTER ONE YEAR OF ADALIMUMAB THERAPY**
Y.C. Chen (Taiwan)

010 **EFFECT OF REDUCING THE DOSE OF BIOLOGICAL AGENTS ON FUTURE SUBCLINICAL INFLAMMATION AS EVALUATED BY WRIST ULTRASONOGRAPHY?**
Y.C. Chen (Taiwan)

011 **VALUE OF HEAD-TO-HEAD STUDIES IN RA TO IMPROVE MANAGEMENT AND TREATMENT DECISIONS IN CLINICAL PRACTICE: EXAMPLE OF THE EXCELERATE STUDY.**

012 **CERTOLIZUMAB PEGOL AND METHOTREXATE IN DMARD-NAIVE PATIENTS WITH ACTIVE, SEVERE, RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS: RESULTS FROM C-EARLY PERIOD 1 INCLUDING AUSTRALIAN PATIENTS**

013 **RESTARTING BIOLOGICS IN PATIENTS WHO DEVELOPED TUBERCULOSIS UNDER ANTI-TNF ALPHA TREATMENT**
Y. Ozguler, V. Hamuryudan, G. Hatemi, S. Uğurlu, E. Seyahi, M. Melikoglu, S. Borekci, G. Ongen (Turkey)

014 **THE Efficacy of Lentiviral-Mediated RNA Interference Targetting TNF-A In Vitro and in Vivo**
W. Jibo (China)
MONITORING BDENARDS TREATMENT IN RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS: RESPONSIVENESS OF ULTRASOUND
L. Jin (China)

LONG TERM FOLLOW-UP RESULTS OF TREATMENT WITH BIOLOGICAL AGENTS IN PATIENTS WITH RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS
G. Kinikli, A. Ates, G.I. Kinikli, S. Kinikli, M. Turgay (Turkey)

DRUG SURVIVAL OF BIOLOGIC AGENTS IN RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS USING 10 YEARS OF NATIONWIDE DATA IN KOREA: A POPULATION-BASED STUDY
J.S. Lee, P. Jun Won, L. Eunyoung Emily, S. Yeong Wook, L. Hee Young, L. Eun Young (Republic of Korea)

CORRELATION OF ADA2LUMUMAB TROUGH LEVEL WITH DISEASE ACTIVITY IN PATIENTS WITH INFLAMMATORY ARTHRITIDES
Y. Leow, P. Youssef, B. Richards (Australia)

ANEMIA IMPROVEMENT OF INFliximab IN PATIENTS WITH RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS AND ANKYLOSING SPONDYLITIS.
H. Liu (China)

INTRA-ARTICULAR INJECTION OF BIOLOGICAL AGENTS INTO INFLAMED JOINTS OF THE PATIENTS WITH RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS
K. Nakata (Japan)

MAINTENANCE OF LDA AND REMISSION WITH ETANERCEPT-DMARD COMBINATION TREATMENT COMPARED WITH DMARDS ALONE IN ASIAN PATIENTS WITH ACTIVE RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS

CLINICAL EFFICACY AND SAFETY OF GOLIMUBAB IN PATIENTS WITH ACTIVE RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS (RA): A META-ANALYSIS
Y. Qin, P. Geng (China)

USE OF ETANERCEPT TO TREAT AN HIV-POSITIVE PATIENT WITH RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS: A CASE REPORT AND LITERATURE REVIEW
L. Shenju (China)

STRATEGIC USAGE IN RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS WITH INFliximab AS SWITCHED BIOLOGICS

SERUM DICKKOPF-1 LEVELS IN PATIENTS WITH ANKYLOSING SPONDYLITIS NOT AFFECT BY USING TUMOR NECROSIS FACTOR-A INHIBITOR
X. Wen, Y. Zheng (China)

A PROSPECTIVE OPEN-LABEL STUDY COMPARING IMMUNOGENICITY AND CLINICAL EFFICACY OF ETANERCEPT AND INFliximab IN CHINESE PATIENTS WITH RA OR AS
X. Tian, Y. Su, D. He, Z. Zhang, F. Zhang (China)

RAGE ACTIVITY INFLUENCES CO-DEVELOPMENT OF JOINT AND VASCULAR DISEASE IN RA
S.L. Yu, C.K. Wong, E.K. Li, L.S. Tam (China)

ADVERSE REACTIONS OF INFliximab IN 140 CASES: A RETROSPECTIVE OBSERVATIONAL STUDY
B. Zhong, L. Zhang, Y. Fang (China)

EFFECTS OF ETANERCEPT BIOMIMICS ON LIPID PROFILES IN PATIENTS WITH RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS
R. Zhu, H. Shen, M. Da, J. Lu (China)

MODIFIABLE CARDIOVASCULAR RISK FACTORS IN PATIENTS WITH RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS AND THEIR ASSOCIATION WITH DISEASE ACTIVITY
H. Ahmed, M.A. Saeed (Pakistan)

ASSESSMENT OF TOXOPLASMA ANTIBODIES IN RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS PATIENTS
G.H. Alis, A. Salimzadeh, S. Shadmehr, R.A. Ataei (Iran)

CHARACTERISTICS OF PATIENTS WITH RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS (RA) IN A MULTI-ETHNIC COHORT: RESULTS FROM THE NATIONAL INFLAMMATORY ARTHRITIS REGISTRY (NIAR)
S. Ch'ng, I.S. Lau, M. M. Zain, H. M. Yusoof, H. Baharuddin, A. Ahmad, I. Mokhtar, A. Rosman (Malaysia)

PATIENT BEHAVIOR TOWARDS ACCEPTING BIOLOGICAL THERAPIES IN RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS
S. Bandyopadhyay, M. Bhati, S. Mondal (India)
035 ANALYSIS OF PREDICTIVE FACTORS OF WORK DISABILITY IN PATIENTS WITH RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS  
C. Xiaomei, H. Jing, L. Zhanguo, W. Lijun (China)

036 THE EFFECT OF NURSING CARE ON THE PATIENTS WITH RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS  
Y. Aiping, Z. Li, W. Lijun (China)

037 THE EFFECT OF PSYCHOLOGICAL NURSING IN PATIENTS WITH RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS (RA) APPLICATION  
Z. Ying, Z. Li, W. Lijun (China)

038 THE INVESTIGATION OF WORK DISABILITY OF RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS PATIENTS IN BAOTOU INNER MONGOLIA  
Z. Chang, Y. Wang (China)

039 STUDY ON BONE METABOLISM IN PATIENTS WITH RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS  
H. Chen, Y. Wang (China)

040 WHO ARE THE ASIAN “FIBROMyalGIC” RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS (RA) PATIENTS? – EVALUATION USING POWER DOPPLER ULTRASONOGRAPHY (PDUS)  
P. Cheung, M. Lahiri (Singapore)

041 CARDIAC CONDUCTION ABNORMALITIES WERE RELATED WITH DISEASE ACTIVITY IN PATIENTS WITH RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS  
J.S. Song, S.T. Choi, K.H. Lee (Republic of Korea)

042 PCSK9 HAS A HIGH EXPRESSION IN RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS PATIENTS AND IS ASSOCIATED WITH THE DISEASE ACTIVITY OF RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS  
Q. Du, X. Yu, Y. Shao, C. Li, H. Li, S. Wang, Z. Zhang, Y. Mei (China)

043 ANALYSIS OF CLINICAL CHARACTERISTICS AND THERAPEUTIC EFFECT IN SAPHO SYNDROME  
X. Feng, K. Luo, D. Bao, Y. Wang (China)

044 SIMULTANEOUS BILATERAL TOTAL KNEE ARTHROPLASTY FOR WINDSWEPT DEFORMITY  
K. Hosaka, S. Saito, M. Seki, G. Suzuki, T. Ooyama, Y. Tokuhashi (Japan)

045 THE OUTCOME OF TOTAL KNEE ARTHROPLASTY FOR THE PATIENTS WITH PARKINSON’S DISEASE  
M. Yanagisawa, K. Hosaka, S. Saito, M. Seki, Y. Tokuhashi (Japan)

046 EFFICACY AND SAFETY OF INTRA-ARTICULAR THERAPY WITH METHOTREXATE ON KNEE SYNOVITIS IN PATIENTS WITH OSTEOARTHRITIS  
S. Hu, W. Rui (China)

047 BONE RESORPTION WAS CORRELATED WITH RADIOLOGIC PROGRESSION IN POSTMENOPAUSAL WOMEN WITH RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS  
J. Huang, S. Cui, J. Jiang, L. Luo, Y. Xie, J. Yu, L. Zhang (China)

048 INVESTIGATION OF GR A AND B EXPRESSION IN PMBCS OF PATIENTS WITH RA AND AS  
X. Huang (China)

049 BASELINE ANALYSIS OF THE DATABASE OF ANKYLOSING SPONDYLITIS IN CHINA  
X. Ji, J. Zhang (China)

050 ANALYSIS OF JOINTS SUSCEPTIBLE TO RA AND THEIR RECOVERY SEQUENCE BASED ON DAS28 WITH SSDM IN CHINA : A PROSPECTIVE COHORT STUDY  

051 ASSESSMENT OF DISEASE-SPECIFIC KNOWLEDGE OF PATIENTS WITH RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS  
A.K.M. Kamruzzaman (Bangladesh)

052 CALCIUM DOBESILATE IN THE TREATMENT OF EARLY GOUTY NEPHROPATHY  
X. Ke qin (China)

053 THE APPEARANCE OF RHEUMATOID FACTOR AND ANTI CITRULLINATED PEPTIDE ANTIBODY IN RELATION TO THE OCCURRENCE OF RHEUMATOID NODULE  

054 DOES PRESENCE OF DUAL RHEUMATOID FACTOR (RF) AND ANTI-CYCLIC CITRULLINATED PEPTIDE (ACCP) POSITIVITY AFFECT THE MANIFESTATION OF RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS?  
E.T. Koh, A. Chan, X. Gao, W.Q. See, K.P. Leong (Singapore)

055 RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN VITAMIN D AND DISEASE ACTIVITY IN RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS AT RHEUMATOLOGY DEPARTMENT RAJAVITHI HOSPITAL  
K. Kositchaiwat, S. Anghararuk, T. Kitumnuaypong, K. Sumethkul, N. Krajaechan (Thailand)

056 ELEVATED MMP-3 LEVELS IN EARLY RA PATIENTS SERA WITH BORRELIA ANTIBODIES  
T. Matthias, P. Jeremias, S. Reuter, P. Trinder, A. Schwarting (Germany)

057 VALIDATION OF A PATIENT-DERIVED DISEASE ACTIVITY SCORE (PDAS) IN HONG KONG CHINESE RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS (RA) PATIENTS  
M.H.A. Leung, E. Choy, C.S. Lau (Hong Kong, China)

058 FACTORS ASSOCIATED WITH OSTEOPOROSIS IN POSTMENOPAUSAL FEMALE PATIENTS WITH RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS : A RETROSPECTIVE STUDY  
P. Li, X. Lin, X. Cai, C. Tang, J. Ye, W. Li, Z. He (China)
059 RESEARCH ON THE CORRELATION BETWEEN RHEUMATOID FACTOR SUBTYPES AND DISEASE ACTIVITY OF RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS  
R. Li (China)

060 FRACTURE RISK ASSESSMENT IN RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS WITH FRAX  
X. Lianna, M. Fengyun, P. Linna, D. Hongyu (China)

061 ANALYSIS OF SERUM TH1/TH2 CYTOKINES IN CHILDREN WITH NON-SYSTEMIC JUVENILE IDIOPATHIC ARTHRITIS  
J. Lijiao (China)

062 CLINICAL ANALYSIS OF OVARIAN DYSFUNCTION IN PATIENTS WITH RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS  
D. Sai-Li, L. Na, D. Liu (China)

063 CHANGES OF INTERLEUKIN-8A AND INTERLEUKIN-8B IN SERUM BETWEEN BEFORE AND AFTER TREATING  
C. Lv, Q. Chang, L. Bi, P. Li (China)

064 ANALYSIS IMMUNOGLOBULIN CHANGES AND INFLUENCE FACTORS IN 462 PATIENTS WITH RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS  
T. Ma (China)

065 SMALL AND LARGE JOINT DAMAGE IN PATIENTS WITH RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS — RADIOGRAPHIC EXAMINATION USING MODIFIED TOTAL SHARP SCORE AND ARASHI SCORE—  

066 COMPARISON OF THE DAS28-CRP AND DAS28-ESR IN PATIENTS WITH RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS  
L. NaNa (China)

067 IMPACT OF MEDICATION ADHERENCE THERAPY CLINIC (MTAC) AMONG RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS PATIENTS  
P.S. Ong (Malaysia)

068 THE INCIDENCE OF COMPLICATIONS DURING 1 YEAR FOLLOW-UP IN RS3PE SYNDROME  

069 UBICITY OF CELL INJURY MAKES INFLAMMATION-MEDIATED DISORDERS UBICIOUS  
M. Owlia (Iran)

070 RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN DISEASE ACTIVITY AND MUSCLE WASTING IN RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS (RA) PATIENTS  
Z. Ozbalkan, K. Sahin, M. Erdugan, M.E. Enecik, S. Pehlevan-Masatlioglu, Y. Karaaslan (Turkey)

071 PREVALENCE RATES OF DEPRESSION AND ANXIETY IN RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS PATIENTS AND THEIR RELATION TO SERUM VITAMIN D3 LEVEL  
D. Pu, B. Ju, J. Luo, Y. Wang, X. Lv, L. He (China)

072 CARTILAGE OLIGOMERIC MATRIX PROTEIN IN RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS  
S. Rajalingham, S. Rajalingam, H. Hussein, R. Sridharan, A.W. Asrul (Malaysia)

073 CORRELATION OF DISEASE ACTIVITY AND ARTERY STIFFNESS IN RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS PATIENTS  
D.M. Rangkuti (Indonesia)

074 THE CLINICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF EARLY RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS WITH NEGATIVE ANTI-CCP ANTIBODIES  
J. Zhao, Y. Su, X. Liu, Z. Li (China)

075 RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS PATIENTS HAVE MORE AUTOIMMUNE DISEASE FAMILY HISTORIES THAN HEALTHY CONTROLS  
Z. Yao, R. Liu, X. Liu (China)

076 AORTIC CALCIFICATION IN PATIENTS WITH RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS AND ITS RELATIONSHIP WITH DISEASE ASSOCIATED FACTORS  
Q. Wang, H. Li, S. Gao, H. Li, M. Sun (China)

077 8-JOINT ULTRASOUND SCORE IS USEFUL IN DAILY PRACTICE TO EVALUATE HAND AND WRIST JOINTS IN PATIENTS WITH RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS  
X. Sun (China)

078 CLINICAL FEATURES OF ELDERLY-ONSET RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS PATIENTS: A COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS WITH NON-ELDERLY-ONSET RA AND YOUNGER-ONSET RA  
X. Wang (China)

079 DISTRIBUTION AND CLINICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF ANTIBODY IN CONNECTIVE TISSUE DISEASES  
Y. Wang, F. Mu, H. Wu, C. Qian, Y. Fang (China)

080 CLINICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF ELDERLY-ONSET RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS PATIENTS IN SONGKLANAGARIND HOSPITAL  
K. Wedchapan, D. Aiewruengsurat (Thailand)
THE CORRELATION BETWEEN INTERFERON Γ RELEASING ASSAY AND CHEST ROENTGENOGRAPHY FINDING IN PATIENTS WITH RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS
C.S. Wu, P.H. Wang, T.H. Chang (Taiwan)

ESTABLISHMENT OF A RAT ADJUVANT ARTHRITIS - INTERSTITIAL LUNG DISEASE MODEL
K. Xiaodan (China)

CLINICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF IL-6 SERUM LEVEL ON RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS ASSOCIATED INTERSTITIAL LUNG DISEASE (RA-ILD)
W. Xiaoyuan, S. Halli (China)

THE UNDERLYING PATHOGENIC EFFECT OF IMPAIRED DNASE I ACTIVITY ON RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS
X. Xu, H. Shen (China)

OBESE PATIENTS WITH RA HAVE A MORE SEROPOSITIVE AND A MORE ACTIVE DISEASE: RESULTS FROM THE KRRD REGISTRY

DISCUSSES THE APPLICATION OF LOW-DOSE GLUCOCORTICOIDS SHORT-TERM IN RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS (RA) TO INCORPORATE THE APPLICATION VALUE IN PATIENTS WITH OSTEOPOROSIS
Y. Yunfan (China)

PERIODONTAL STATUS IN RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS(RA) PATIENTS AND TNF-A /IL-1Β LEVEL IN PERIODONTITIS PATIENTS’ GINGIVAL CREVICULAR FLUID(GCF)
P. Zhang, F. Xiao, P. Wang, J. Wu (China)

ANALYSIS BONE EROSION DISTRIBUTION IN PATIENTS WITH RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS BY DOPPLER ULTRASOUND
X. Zhang, L. Bi (China)

THE ACTIVITY OF ARGinine DEIMINASE IN DENTAL PLAQUE ELEVATED IN PATIENTS WITH RA
X.X. Zhao, S.F. Wang, H.J. Liu (China)

ANALYSIS OF RELATED FACTORS IN PATIENTS WITH RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS ASSOCIATED INTERSTITIAL LUNG DISEASE
H. Zhou, Y. Wang (China)

LEFLUNOMIDE IN CLINICAL PRACTICE - TREATMENT OF RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS
H. Baharuddin, I.S. Lau, S. Ch'Ng, A. Ahmad, M. Mohd Zain, H. Mohd Yussoof, A. Rosman (Malaysia)

BARICITINIB IN EAST ASIAN PATIENTS WITH ACTIVE RA AND INADEQUATE RESPONSE TO CDMARDS: POST HOC SUBANALYSIS OF THE RA-BUILD STUDY

FACTORS ASSOCIATED WITH HYDROXYCHROQUINE RETINAL TOXICITY

OPEN LABELED, MULTICENTER 24-WEEK STUDY TO ASSESS THE EFFICACY AND SAFETY OF TACROBELL® IN ACTIVE RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS PATIENTS

EFFICACY AND SAFETY OF IGURATIMOD IN PATIENTS WITH DMARDS-RESISTANT RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS
G. Chunyan (China)

WITHDRAWAL OF NONSTEROIDAL ANTI-INFLAMMATORY DRUGS IN RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS PATIENTS WITH LOW DISEASE ACTIVITY
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